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INTRODUCTION
“There comes a time in man’s search  
  for meaning when one realizes that  
  there are no answers.” 

 –The Priest



* * *

JACKIE is a Fox Searchlight Pictures and LD Entertainment Presentation, in association with Wild Bunch, Fabula, Why Not Productions, Bliss Media and Endemol 
Shine Studios and is a Protozoa production.  JACKIE is directed by Pablo Larraín and written by Noah Oppenheim. The film stars Natalie Portman, Peter Sarsgaard, 
Greta Gerwig, Richard E. Grant, Caspar Phillipson, John Carroll Lynch, Beth Grant, Max Casella with Billy Crudup and John Hurt.

The producers are Juan de Dios Larraín, Darren Aronofsky, Mickey Liddell, Scott Franklin and Ari Handel.  Executive producers are Pete Shilaimon, Jennifer Monroe, 
Jayne Hong, Josh Stern, Wei Han, Qi Lin, Martine Cassinelli, Charlie Corwin, and Howard Owens.  The filmmaking team includes casting by Lindsay Graham, 
Mary Vernieu, and Mathilde Snodgrass, director of photography Stéphane Fontaine, A.F.C., production designer Jean Rabasse, A.D.C., costume designer Madeline 
Fontaine, A.F.C.C.A., editor Sebastián Sepulveda, and with music composed by Mica Levi.

JACKIE is a searing and intimate portrait of one of the most important and tragic moments in 
American history, seen through the eyes of the iconic First Lady, then Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy  
(Natalie Portman). JACKIE places us in her world during the days immediately following her 
husband's assassination. Known for her extraordinary dignity and poise, here we see a psychological 
portrait of the First Lady as she struggles to establish her husband’s legacy and the world of  
"Camelot" that she created and loved so well.
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JACKIE takes audiences on a personal journey into one of the most extraordinary 
events of American history – and also into a deeply stirring drama that illumina-
tes in fascinating new ways the woman, the times and the ways we cope with and 
tell the stories of the most intensely public of tragedies.  

At the start of November 22nd, 1963, Jacqueline Kennedy was among the most  
famed, admired and envied figures in the world. As the elegant, stylish and alluring 
wife of the youngest-ever elected President of the United States, she was also the 
first First Lady of the televised age… photogenic, captivating and yet barely-known 
beneath her near-mythical image of grace, youth and idealism.  

Yet, within hours, Jackie’s world, along with the faith of the nation, would be  
shaken from their foundations when John F. Kennedy was struck down by  
assassin’s bullets while riding at Jackie’s side in a motorcade parade through  
Dallas. In a moment rife with confusion and shock, the world witnessed the First 
Lady’s composed grief in images that remain as poignant and mesmerizing as 
ever. But what no one saw is what went on behind closed doors in Jackie’s private,  
tightly-contained world. Suddenly alone, save for her family, confidante and priest, 
the First Lady faced a remarkable series of challenges as a wife, a mother and a  
reluctant part of the political machine:  consoling her young children, planning 
her husband’s funeral, preparing for the next President to rapidly move into the 
White House and most remarkably, fighting to maintain control over how history 
would forever define her husband’s legacy.  

JACKIE unites award-winning director Pablo Larraín (NERUDA, NO) with  
Academy Award®-winning actress Natalie Portman as they re-imagine the  
private side of one of the most profound moments of the 20th Century. Larraín 

gives a boldly unconventional spin to the biopic genre, mixing historical footage 
with complete fictional re-creations, and excavating just one critical moment in  
Jackie’s life, but in all its intricately woven layers. Meanwhile, Portman explores  
the haunting territory of a woman juggling her incomprehensibly vast yet  
contained sorrow with a world watching, remembering and making meaning out 
of her every move. The result is an intimate portrait, yet one of epic themes, that 
provides a portrait of Jackie as we’ve not seen her:  a deeply human, vulnerable 
woman confronted at once with the power of loss, love, self-preservation, public 
consciousness and history. 

A RISKY SCREENPLAY, A DARING DIRECTOR, AN INCANDESCENT ACTRESS

Jackie Kennedy led a multi-faceted life of power and influence, but when it came 
to writing about her, screenwriter and journalist Noah Oppenheim came to feel 
there was one story that spoke to her psyche in the most compelling way – the very 
brief  but remarkably consequential days that the First Lady spent nearly alone in 
the White House following her husband’s death.  

In a period of just a week, this fiercely private woman had to face unthinkable  
personal loss, hard political realities, a nation in the throes of a collective trauma 
and — amid all the uncertainty, Washington machinery and public scrutiny — 
the responsibility of keeping alive all that her husband wanted to stand for in  
America. Though today he is among the most beloved of U.S. Presidents, JFK’s  
legacy was hardly assured upon his death. He had spent just 2 years and 9 months 
in office, and the fear among those closest to him was that all he aimed for would 
be forgotten because the potential had gone unfulfilled. In the midst of her own  
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 JACKIE
 ABOUT THE PRODUCTION

 “We all know the story of John F. Kennedy’s assassination. But what happens if we focus only on Jackie?  
 What was it like during those next three days, drowning in grief, her and her children’s lives changed forever with the eyes of the entire world upon her?   

   Jackie was a queen without a crown, who lost both her throne and her husband ….”
—  Pablo Larraín, September 2016



anguish, Jackie steeled herself with a single-minded mission: to tell her husband’s 
story in a way that it would always be remembered, as brief but shining moment 
of American promise.  

That week was a period of time, felt Oppenheim, that defined not only the icon  
Jackie would become but the beginnings of our image-saturated culture in ways 
that haven’t really been explored.   

“Like so many women in history, Jackie has never really gotten her proper due.  
She’s been portrayed mainly for her style and elegance, but she deserves more  
credit for her exceptional understanding of image, public relations and really 
creating the idea of Camelot after JFK’s death,” says Oppenheim. “When I read 
about that single week in 1963 — when she had to console two grief-stricken chil-
dren, deal with moving out of what was really her only home, contemplate a whole 
different life moving forward, and at the same time had one last shot to solidify 
her husband's legacy — it was extraordinary.  I couldn’t imagine a more revealing 
moment to explore one of the most interesting women of the last century.”  

Oppenheim cut his teeth in the world of news and politics, serving as Senior Vice 
President of NBC News — where he often talked about Kennedy’s impact with  
fellow journalist and Kennedy biographer Chris Matthews — and a senior produ-
cer of the “Today Show.” He’s also the co-author of the bestseller The Intellectual 
Devotional: American History, a compendium of wisdom from American historical  
figures. Naturally, he dove with relish into the research, poring through the  
endless archives amassed about the Kennedy family and the short-lived but  
endlessly influential administration.  

But research could only take him so far in his efforts to recreate the voice,  
personality and often-obscured emotions of Jackie.  

“The blessing of writing about someone like Jackie is that there’s an overwhelming 
amount of information about who she was, how she behaved, the timeline of her 
life,” he admits. “This preponderance of information about her life enabled me to 
root her in reality, but it also provided me an opportunity to ask questions and use 
my imagination to fully breath life into her on the page. Because I had this wealth 

of research, I was freed creatively and was able to dig deeper and explore her  
beyond the bounds of the facts I was able to ground her in.”  

As he researched and wrote, Oppenheim felt very strongly that he was writing 
a story not of the past, but one that resonates fully with today’s world — a story 
about a woman who in many ways was the first in Presidential history to forge the 
idea of leaving behind a visual legacy that lives forever.  

“Jackie Kennedy’s story speaks to us today for several reasons,” says Oppenheim. 
“For one thing, it harkens back to a time when politics had a certain dignity to 
it, when we all admired the people who occupied the White House. I also think 
Jackie was sort of the first American queen, someone who showed us what it is 
to have the noblest grace under fire. And I think this is a time when people are 
desperately trying to cut through the fog surrounding what’s true and what’s not 
in our world — so it is a ripe time to explore how public figures craft their images 
and create mythologies around themselves.”

Oppenheim’s intellectually probing yet starkly emotional script, so different 
from anything that had ever been penned about Jackie Kennedy, ended up 
on the famous “Black List” of the best as-yet unproduced screenplays and  
launched his screenwriting career. Spielberg courted the script for a while. 
Another filmmaker drawn to it was Darren Aronofsky, the iconoclastic and  
adventurous director whose films include BLACK SWAN, THE WRESTLER 
and REQUIEM FOR A DREAM. At first, Aronofsky considered directing it  
himself. But ultimately, it was Aronofsky who brought the film to director 
Pablo Larraín and to Natalie Portman, with whom he’d had a highly creative  
rapport on BLACK SWAN — with Aronofsky coming aboard as producer with  
his company Protozoa Pictures.  

Says Aronofsky of his reaction to JACKIE: “It was such an interesting project to 
undertake. I think it can be very important to recognize that even the icons we 
most look up to are actually human. It doesn’t weaken them to explore not only 
their courage and strength but also their fears and self-doubts. I think, ultimately, 
that makes someone like Jackie Kennedy even more real and more powerful.”  
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Aronofsky was still mulling what direction to take the material when he saw  
Pablo Larraín’s film THE CLUB, a riveting drama set in a secret retirement home 
for troubled Catholic priests. It felt like fate. Larraín’s distinctively energetic  
filmmaking style and deft ability to swirl character, emotion and political  
insight into an affecting narrative seemed a great match for Oppenheim’s probing of  
Jackie Kennedy after the assassination. “THE CLUB was just a very impressive 
film. It was extremely moving, yet it took you into a different world and introduced 
you to characters you never expected to empathize with,” Aronofsky explains.  
“After seeing it, I was convinced Pablo could probably do anything.”  

The Chilean director had just one condition:  he would only do it if Natalie Portman 
would agree to play Jackie. Aronofsky agreed she was the sole choice. “You wonder 
if anyone could play Jackie — she is so iconic a figure,” says Aronofsky. “But so-
mehow Natalie makes you forget you are watching Natalie. Somehow through her 
magic and voodoo, she can disappear into any role.”  

Larraín is perhaps best known for his Academy Award®-nominated, Chilean film 
NO, an upbeat political thriller starring Gabriel Garcia Bernal in the true story 
of a group of marketing mavericks who undid a dictator in the national referen-
dum to oust General Augusto Pinochet from power.  This year, he also has another 
groundbreaking biopic, NERUDA, about the Nobel Prize-winning Chilean poet.

The fact that Larraín is Chilean – a country with its own complicated and sometimes  
tragic political history — did not worry Aronofsky. On the contrary. “Sometimes the 
most interesting stories are told by someone who can see with fresh eyes,”  
Aronofsky notes. “Also Pablo has a rare ability to focus on characters who might 
not be easy to get close to, yet he makes you feel very deeply for them – and that is 
what made him such an interesting connection with JACKIE.”  

Natalie Portman felt similarly. “I think one of the many exciting things about  
working with Pablo was that he didn't have that sort of reverence that Americans 
have for the Kennedys,” says Portman. “He was able to approach the film in a 
less orthodox way, and with intense, uninhibited feeling. He took the project in a  
completely unexpected and visionary direction.”

Noah Oppenheim was immediately impressed by Larraín. “Working with Pablo 
has been an incredibly gratifying collaboration,” Oppenheim states. He brought a 
really unique point of view to the material and he challenged me to push further  
in terms of exploring Jackie’s humanity and the contradictory sides to her  
personality. The script just kept getting better and better as we worked together.”  

As soon as he took it on, Larraín brought in his own original ideas of how to 
approach and shoot JACKIE. He always saw the film as a multitude of Jackie’s  
innermost narratives, a series of moments and impressions that, like the fragments  
of a kaleidoscope, combine to create a more beautifully complex picture. He also 
envisioned an almost achingly intimate camera style bringing a subjective raw-
ness that has certainly never been seen in the White House setting before — a style that 
becomes part of Portman’s both carefully calibrated and openly exposed performance. 

That intimacy also meant Larraín felt he had to get to know the private Jackie in 
his own mind and heart. He realized, like most people, he knew little of who she 
was beyond the profuse imagery we’ve all seen of a charming First Lady and stoic 
widow. He wanted to crack open her gilded image and look for starker truths. As he 
searched, he was more and more moved by Jackie’s compassion, her care for not only 
for her children but for her husband’s legacy and for the nation’s battered psyche.  

“In the beginning all that I knew about Jackie was really quite superficial,”  
Larraín notes. “I knew her as the woman always seen in pictures next to JFK, the 
woman known for her fashion, taste and style. I think that’s how most people know 
her in America and around the world. But I wanted to change up that point-of-
view and dig further. The more I looked, the more I found a woman who was very  
sophisticated, very smart and who had an incredible political sense of her own. 
Most importantly, she was a woman who understood communication in a way 
very few people did in those times.”  

Larraín also became fascinated, and moved, by the way Jackie allowed herself to 
become a kind of conduit for the public’s collective feelings of anguish and doubt in 
the wake of the only Presidential assassination of the 20th Century. “The United 
Stated never has had royalty and yet in that moment, Jackie became like a queen  
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without a throne, a mother to a nation in mourning,” the director observes. “She 
shouldered all their sorrow and pain even as she was enduring so much grief and 
shock herself. She put it all on her back and she pushed on. She couldn’t have plan-
ned for these events, yet when the moment came, she carried herself with such 
grace and extraordinary love.”

During that turbulent week, Jackie unwittingly built a reputation as someone as 
courageous and beloved as her husband, planning his funeral to become a stri-
kingly grand national catharsis. “That was not her intention — to make herself an 
icon,” observes Larraín. “But in trying to protect her husband’s legacy, she became 
one. There was a gap between her objective and the actual result which is one of 
many things I found interesting to explore in this story.”

Larraín was also compelled by the idea of mixing and matching historic events 
that are well documented — the Dallas motorcade, Lyndon B. Johnson being sworn 
in to the Presidency on Air Force One, JFK’s grand state funeral and final burial 
in Arlington National Cemetery beside an eternal flame — with the moments no 
one can ever document and can only be daringly imagined. It was Larraín’s idea to 
incorporate the 1962 television show, “A Tour of the White House with Mrs. John 
F. Kennedy” — broadcast on Valentine’s Day and seen by over 56 million viewers 
— into the narrative. Taking unprecedented advantage of television’s new Golden 
Age, Jackie had invited America and the world into the newly renovated White 
House in a way that was both public and personal, and in a way that seemed to 
form a bookend with her more somber public appearances after JFK’s death.  

“When I saw the White House tour, I couldn’t stop watching it,” says Larraín. “It 
said so much about Jackie and who she would become. I knew we had to add it 
to the film. She hadn’t been on television before in that way, and it wasn’t some-
thing she enjoyed but Jack encouraged her to do it — in part because she’d been 
wrongly criticized for spending tax payer dollars on the renovation, even though 
it was done with private funding. Yet, she was amazing, giving the tour in such a 
compelling way.”

Indeed, Jackie emphasized in her presentation that she felt the White House 
should not be thought of merely as the home and workplace of the President, but  

as a showcase for American history, art culture, and a place of national pride.

There was also an eerie moment that shook Larraín during the tour. “Suddenly, 
when Jackie is in the Lincoln bedroom, she starts to talk about what happened to 
Lincoln’s widow after he was killed,” the director recalls. “In a very strange way, 
it almost feels likes a premonition of what would happen to her. It seemed very 
important to me to include that moment, a sign of the weight she felt inside her.”  

Larraín also wanted to make sure the film accurately showed that it was Jackie 
who first connected the Kennedy administration with Camelot – the mythical 
kingdom ruled by King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table based on the 
highest of human principles.  

Today, Camelot is often used to refer to Kennedy’s entire tenure as President. But 
it was actually Jackie who introduced the idea after Kennedy’s death — her Life 
magazine interview inspired the interview depicted in the film. In the interview, 
Jackie spoke of her husband’s love of the 1960 Lerner and Loewe musical entitled 
“Camelot,” and especially the lyric: “Don't let it be forgot, that once there was a 
spot, for one brief shining moment, that was known as Camelot.” That brief shi-
ning moment became a powe ful descriptor of Kennedy’s sudden loss that reverbe-
rated. Said Jackie in the interview: “There will be great presidents again, but there 
will never be another Camelot.”

“I didn’t really have a personal connection to the idea of Camelot until I explored 
more about it,” says Larraín. “I went back and listened to the words of the musical. 
When I got it, I was very moved, and I thought it was brilliant that Jackie was the 
one who linked that legend with her husband.”  

As production moved forward a skilled producing team joined with Aronofsky. 
Aronofsky’s long-time producers Scott Franklin (BLACK SWAN, THE WRESTLER,  
REQUIEM FOR A DREAM) and Ari Handel (NOAH, BLACK SWAN, THE 
WRESTLER) joined in. Both were magnetized to the material. Says Franklin:  
“This was such a different and refreshing take on a topic you think you’ve seen  
before. What drew me is the material being so personal and really about a woman’s 
journey as opposed to the more typical perspective you get on historical events.  
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And we knew that Pablo and Natalie could peel back the layers and really bring 
you into that personal story in a way no one else could.”  

Handel agrees that the film breaks fresh ground, re-envisioning the biopic. “I’m 
hoping the film allows people to let go of some of their conceptions about what a 
biopic is and should be. Pablo takes you on a different kind of trip, exploring a wider 
range of emotions,” comments Handel.

Producer Mickey Liddell (THE GREY) of LD Entertainment helped to make sure 
production ran smoothly so that Larraín, the production team and the cast could 
do their best work. It was truly a labor of love for Liddell who came aboard with 
passion. “I got on the phone with Pablo, and we talked for a long time, and I decided 
that we wanted to be involved in it. We were literally finishing each other’s senten-
ces. I was excited about everything in the script that he was excited about. Also for 
me, it was the idea of doing a historical drama from a new perspective, revisiting 
something that you think you are already familiar with. I think Pablo was really 
fascinated with the story as a political one, and in his country a lot of things  
similar to this have happened. So he really, really related to that,” says Liddell.  

Larraín also brought on his long-time producing partner and brother Juan de Dios 
Larraín who, as always, was intimately involved in every aspect of the produc-
tion. “We're brothers, we're partners, we're friends,” says de Dios Larraín. “Pablo 
always has a vision in his mind, but sometimes it reveals itself in the filming pro-
cess and I’ve worked with him long enough to help establish the best environment 
in production for that to happen organically.” 

NATALIE PORTMAN ON LIFTING THE VEIL FROM A MAJOR AMERICAN ICON

The centerpiece of JACKIE is Natalie Portman’s haunting, emotionally naked 
performance which gives the audience unusual access into Jackie Kennedy’s 
 inner psyche in some of her most volatile, fragile, reflective and savvy moments. It 
is a performance filled with tiny, honest human details that underlie even the most 
imposing and carefully composed of public images.  

A role unlike any other, it is also one any actor would approach with serious  
trepidation. After all, Jackie Kennedy has long been high on lists of the Most  
Admired American Women of all time. Following in the tradition of Abigail Adams 
and Eleanor Roosevelt, she was a First Lady who seemed to capture the spirit of 
the times — but Jackie also stood apart. Her contradictions were scintillating. 
With her degree in French literature she had an aristocratic, scholarly side, but 
she also had an unerring popularity and trend-setting sense of style. She carried 
herself with a shy, traditionalism, but with her cool self-possession she also seemed 
to mesh with the growing new TV culture. Just 31 when John F. Kennedy was 
sworn in, she was so young and seemingly so much an emblem of a change-driven, 
hopeful new world, it was impossible to imagine her as a widow.  

And yet, Jackie was the one who left the White House alone, her children left  
fatherless. She had one final motivation that kept her standing in those final days. 
Ragged as her heart was, she relied on her ironclad will to shape her husband’s  
legacy in a way that it could never come undone. She modeled his processional 
funeral after Abraham Lincoln’s, insisted he be buried at Arlington National  
Cemetery and ensured the gravesite would have an eternal flame, modeled after 
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Paris. These decisions became not only part 
of his legacy, but also Jackie’s lasting legacy, establishing her as the quintessential 
symbol of dignity and resolve in the face of the most extreme circumstances.  

For Pablo Larraín, there was no one who could embody that time in Jackie  
Kennedy’s life better than Portman. It wasn’t the obvious choice from a physical  
standpoint. The two women are not look-alikes by any means. But there was  
something under the skin that was spot-on for Larraín.  

“Natalie has something that is essential in acting and performing which is  
mystery,” Larraín says. “And if there's any woman I would consider the most  
mysterious in the last century, it's Jackie Kennedy. Natalie also has a similar 
elegance, sophistication, intelligence and artistic sensibility to Jackie. But 
most important to me was that sense of mystery.  Natalie is someone who has 
so much going on when you look at her — and that’s cinema to me. Jackie could 
be played entirely on the surface but I knew Natalie would instead go very  
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deep. She shows you a woman bleeding inside yet who holds it all back, who 
holds all the suffering of the nation within her in a way you can feel.”  

Portman’s filmography has been punctuated by a series of brave and nuanced  
performances — including her 2010 Best Actress winning performance as a  
tormented ballerina in Darren Aronofsky’s BLACK SWAN, her Golden Globe  
winning and Oscar®-nominated role in Mike Nichols’ screen adaptation of the 
play CLOSER, and the royal role of Padme Amidala in the STAR WARS series.  

She knew this role would be her greatest challenge — and a heavy responsibility 
given the realities of Kennedy’s life and place in history. But Portman had instant  
faith in the script. She was attracted to the idea that what was going on inside  
Jackie was so much more than was ever seen in the public eye; that she was a  
woman whose profound understanding of what lasts and what matters most  
anchored her in solid steel when she would have been forgiven for falling to pieces.

“I thought Noah Oppenheim’s approach in the script was really smart — he took 
this one short piece of Jackie’s life, this incredibly traumatic event, and excava-
ted it for how Jackie composed herself in front of the world while dealing with 
everything that was happening to her privately,” says Portman. “We’ve mostly 
known Jackie as an almost unapproachable icon, as someone we’ve seen as a fa-
cade, not ever as a real human, so I love that this story gives you new insight into 
her humanity.”

To give audiences that fresh insight into a woman renown for her stoicism,  
Portman had to plunge into two twined sides of Jackie: the masked and the  
unmasked, each with its own challenges. “Jackie was not very forthcoming about  
her emotions, so I really explored that idea with Pablo,” Portman says. “We both 
were completely open to trying anything the other brought up. It was exciting  
because there was no wall put up as to what was the right way to approach her.  It 
was really a path of discovery for me, because it’s such an unimaginably horrific 
situation Jackie went through — and there were so many different reactions that 
were possible and human.”  

But amid her despair, Jackie found a sense of purpose: ensuring JFK would be an  

undying symbol of high-minded American values. “Because she was also a scholar 
and lover of history, I think Jackie understood that the story you tell about a life 
is what is most important, because it’s what people will keep telling for all time. I 
found it really fascinating that during this time she was both trying to control  
her husband’s story and also kind of getting lost in it as a way to navigate her grief,”  
Portman observes.  

Portman’s preparation was intense. She availed herself of countless articles,  
biographies and newsreel footage, including several enlightening documents and 
tapes released after Jackie’s death. But she knew ultimately she’d have to step out 
onto the high wire and make the role her own.  

“It was really scary taking on such a well-known figure because of course people 
know so well what Jackie looked like, how she spoke and how she moved,” confesses 
Portman. “On the other hand, there were a lot of resources to pull from so I had 
hundreds of hours of video footage of audio tapes and transcripts of interview and 
biographies so I could soak it all in.”  

Jackie gave two interviews after her husband’s death — one to Life magazine and 
the other to historian Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., who recorded 8 hours with her. 
After that, she would never publically speak of this period of time again. Some 
of the interview transcripts, however, were heavily redacted by Jackie herself,  
leading Portman to wonder what it was that Jackie wanted to keep hidden, and 
why. That inquiry into her heavy-handed editing habits became an important  
element in Portman’s portrayal.  

Portman says, “It helped me to look carefully at the gaps in information. What  
was deleted and why? Did she say too much? Knowing there were gaps also gave 
me a feeling of freedom that we could imagine those moments that no one has  
any actual knowledge of from the time.”  

For Portman, there was also an understanding of what life can be like in glare of 
the public spotlight. Jackie told Life magazine that grieving along with the nation 
did not lessen her pain, but magnified it. “She had to find a public grace in the most 
difficult moment a person has,” Portman says.  
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One challenge that loomed for Portman as she prepared was Jackie Kennedy’s  
highly distinctive dialect, impeccable diction and whispery voice. “She had such 
an amazing voice,” Portman muses. “It was truly from another era. She had a  
finishing school sort of way of presenting yourself — very demure, where you bat 
your eyelashes and speak in a breathy voice. Her accent was posh but also mixed 
with a real New York accent and also a little British. Her dialect is an unusual  
combination of sounds that were completely unique to her. The first time I did  
it on set, I think Pablo was terrified,” Portman recalls.

Ultimately, everyone on set was awed by how Portman seemed almost consumed 
by Jackie’s essence. Says Mickey Liddell: “At that very moment she truly was  
Jackie Kennedy. It was clear how much she studied, how much she read and how 
much she prepared, there was not ever a false moment.”  

Some of Portman’s most memorable scenes come when Jackie is completely  
alone, allowing her to explore how Jackie comported herself when she didn’t have 
to think about the public watching. “I think you see people being most themselves 
when they're alone because they're not having to put on a face for anyone,” she 
says. “That’s especially true for Jackie who obviously had to pretend to be so many 
different things at different times. In those moments alone, you hopefully get a 
sense of her true self.”  

One especially stormy and evocative scene for Portman comes as a fictional  
moment — as Jackie listens to a recording of “Camelot,” while roaming the White 
House, desperately trying on a series of gowns and dresses, none of which seems 
to express what she wants in this moment, when all her instincts are to unravel,  
yet she must continue with her façade some way and somehow.  

Larraín says of the scene, “You have the most stylish woman in the world not 
knowing how to dress because suddenly, she didn’t know exactly who she was. Our 
thought was that she would just keep trying dresses, and with Natalie, it ended up  
as a beautiful, sad metaphor of an internal crisis of identity.”  

Because almost the entire film is shot in the closest of close-ups, Portman had an 
especially creative relationship with cinematographer Stéphane Fontaine, who 

became her shadow. The two had to work as a combined unit, like two dancers  
in a very complex pas de deux. “I feel that so much of the performance was  
enhanced by the way it all works in synch with Stéphane’s camera,” Portman  
comments. “The choices Stéphane made have a really big emotional impact.”  

She continues: “A lot of what we did together was improvisational. I would be  
moving around and he would also have to, in the moment, decide where to go as I 
did. It was exciting and the camera was always so close that I had to sort of feel it 
was just a part of me.”  

Says Pablo Larraín of how Portman and Fontaine worked in an inventive union: 
“Natalie had no fear and it really did feel like they were a couple dancing at times. 
They were just always together, everywhere, and Natalie was giving so much that 
we didn’t even need very many takes. I would say one-third of this movie was made 
in one single take. She and Stéphane were so connected that I would sometimes 
see them on the monitor and feel that they were in flight together.”  

Larraín told Portman to think of each scene as its own. The scenes could be edited 
together in any order. That terrified her as an actress as you are always looking for 
your character’s arc. Where they have been and where they are going. This kept her 
on edge and brought a different level to her performance. 

For Portman, the hope of committing as fully and fearlessly as she did was  
to find the part of Jackie that still resonates with us now. “I think every  
individual will have their own experience of who Jackie is,” she concludes.  
“But the one thing I truly hope is that you see someone who is not just an icon 
but a very human, complex woman who found her own way through a situation 
few of us could imagine.”  

JACKIE’S SUPPORTING CAST

Natalie Portman is supported in her high-wire performance as Jackie Kennedy by 
a highly accomplished cast, each playing historic characters whose relationships, 
as well as conflicts, were vital to Jackie in the days following the assassination: 
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her brother-in-law, her closest friend, her priest and the journalist who brought  
her carefully told story to the world.  

One of Jackie’s most revealing relationships is with Nancy Tuckerman, her social  
secretary in the White House but also her lifetime confidante. Taking the  
role of Jackie’s friend since childhood and White House ally is Greta Gerwig 
(FRANCIS HA, MAGGIE’S PLAN), who is having a breakout year along with her 
very different performance as 1970s punk rocker in Mike Mills’ TWENTIETH  
CENTURY WOMEN. They had worked together previously on NO STRINGS  
ATTACHED so the bond between the characters never felt forced.

Says Natalie Portman: “Nancy was one of Jackie’s oldest friends so their rela-
tionship really shines a light on how Jackie feels about more private subjects, like 
her marriage and her kids. And Greta is such a unique actress — she’s so bright and 
compelling and sensitive.” 

Adds Pablo Larraín: “The connection between Natalie and Greta is so real as they 
are actually friends, and you can feel that. Greta brought an incredible sensibility 
to playing the only person who was Jackie’s shoulder to cry on. She brought out 
something very beautiful.”  

Unseen sides of Jackie are also revealed in her interactions with her equally  
shattered brother-in-law who was also the Attorney General of the United States,  
Robert F. Kennedy — an icon in his own right, who would be assassinated  
while running for President in 1968. The role is played by Peter Sarsgaard,  
known for BLUE JASMINE, AN EDUCATION, KINSEY and a Golden Globe- 
nominated turn in SHATTERED GLASS. Like Portman, Sarsgaard faced  
the gauntlet of trying to capture the essence of a man who is both beyond  
recognizable and revered. Admits Sarsgaard, “I was initially hesitant to  
play RFK. I wrestled with it, yet I couldn’t get it out of my head. I admired him  
so much. I was already familiar with some of the moments of his life — and knew 
how he’d been completely poised in a moment of crisis. I wasn’t really sure I  
could do it and I said as much to Pablo when we first talked, but Pablo gave me  
the confidence to try.” 

It was in fact Larraín’s distinctive approach that got Sarsgaard so interested he 
couldn’t refuse. “I felt with Pablo I was dealing with an artist,” Sarsgaard explains. 
“He brings an outsider’s perspective because he’s Chilean, and so he’s able to key 
into the idea that no matter how much we pretend otherwise, U.S. Presidents and 
their families are real people, with the same flaws and frailties we all have. Pablo 
would ask me to say things sometimes that I just couldn’t imagine Bobby Kennedy 
saying, but Pablo would say ‘you only know the public side of him, but now you  
can imagine the truth of what he was feeling.’ He was daring me to expose parts of  
Bobby Kennedy that aren’t in any history books but are things we all can relate  
to,” Sarsgaard explains.

For Natalie Portman, the rapport was instantaneous with Sarsgaard. “I loved 
working with Peter,” she says. “We had worked together before on GARDEN  
STATE and it was great to do it again. He's an amazing actor and many of our  
scenes are highly emotional. There’s one that really hit me — when we are in the 
Lincoln Bedroom and Bobby is talking about how there wasn’t really a chance to 
show the world Jack’s greatness. Every take Peter did felt so true, it was incredible.”  

Sarsgaard observes that Bobby and Jackie had differing POVs that could have 
divided them in a time of searing stress. “I think there was a bit of competitive grief  
between Jackie and Bobby as brother and sister in-law. Jack was Bobby’s blood, but 
Jackie was his wife and she had a relationship with Jack that Bobby could never  
have. They probably wondered who had it worse?”

But what united them was the massive hole John F. Kennedy had left in their 
worlds. “One of the thing that struck me is that their grief is so fierce — so fierce 
that I think that is what keeps the movie from ever being sentimental,” Sarsgaard 
points out. 

Like Portman, Sarsgaard had to overcome the fact that he doesn’t fully resemble 
Bobby Kennedy. A dental prosthesis brought Sarsgaard deeper into the character. 
“Bobby has such a recognizable face, I was struggling with that,” he recalls.  “Then 
Pablo said, why don’t you add something simple, like Bobby’s very prominent  
teeth?’ For me, it wasn’t so much about copying his teeth but rather just having  
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the sense of them. I didn’t even wear them all the time because I always wanted  
it to be subtle enough that it wouldn’t be something that you clued into.”  

Another key character in the film is the man known simply as The Journalist 
— loosely modeled after Life magazine journalist Theodore H. White — who 
finds that Jackie has her own agenda. Stepping into the role is Tony Award-win-
ning stage and screen star Billy Crudup, recently seen in the Oscar®-winning  
SPOTLIGHT, beloved for his role as a rock guitarist in Cameron Crowe’s ALMOST  
FAMOUS and who most recently appears with Greta Gerwig and Annette Bening 
in 20TH CENTURY WOMEN.  

“I play a journalist who Jackie calls to try to get her version of this story of his  
presidency out there to the public,” Crudup describes. “She wants to ensure his 
legacy is preserved in the way that she imagines it should be — so she shrewdly 
decides to use the press.”  

Larraín wanted Crudup’s journalist to initially be somewhat dismissive of Jackie. 
“I had an assumption my character would have a level of empathy, but Pablo  
wanted something different,” Crudup recalls. “He wanted The Journalist to be  
someone who had an impression of Jackie as very superficial, reflective of the  
fact that some disdained her as an unimportant figure in a Presidency that didn't 
last long. He wanted to have her power revealed through somewhat dubious eyes. 
And as my character begins to see who she is, he starts to see a formidable force.”  

Despite The Journalist’s initial belief she is a lightweight, during the course of 
their encounter, Jackie often leaves him off-balance, even speechless. Crudup says 
creating that tense energy with Portman was thrilling. “In many respects they  
are speaking in code to each other. They are both powerful, impressive people  
who think they can work the other one over. So for us as actors, it was a great  
opportunity to play with silences as they circle each other, each trying to  
ascertain how much influence they have. What you see again and again is that  
Jackie is the one who is really deeply in control, and ultimately the journalist is 
won over by that,” Crudup notes.

Portman’s skill took him aback. “The proficiency of her artistry is very unusual,” 
he says. “When somebody is so possessed by their character and their work is so 
refined that you are literally transported and taken away by it, that is something 
unusual. As deep as I was in character in the scenes with her, I couldn’t help but 
also have a part of me watching her with the deepest admiration.”  

Rounding out the main cast is John Hurt in the role of Jackie’s priest. They had 
worked together on V FOR VENDETTA, so they already had a strong bond. But 
Larraín wasn’t keen to capitalize on that. Instead, he wanted to orchestrate a  
more strained conversation between Jackie and her confessor.  

Says Portman: “John brought so much to the role, even as Pablo took us in an unex-
pected direction. Pablo suggested to John that maybe the priest is a little bit bored  
with Jackie, which was kind of a shocking idea. I mean, her husband was  
assassinated, who isn’t going to be sympathetic? But it made the scenes so  
interesting, having someone who is not just consoling. It helped me go deeper into 
Jackie’s struggle with her faith. You see her wrestle with why God would ever  
create this amount of pain. Ultimately the priest really gets to see her be herself, 
her most confessional self.”  

For Larraín, Hurt brought something special. “John is someone I admired my 
whole life because he seems to exude the truth. Jackie did talk to priests and I  
have a Catholic background, so it felt important to bring that into the story.  
There is a pivotal moment in their conversation that is crucial to understanding 
how Jackie found the strength to go on.”  

CAPTURING THE REAL AND IMAGINED JACKIE: THE FILM’S DESIGN

To bring JACKIE fully to life, Pablo Larraín knew he needed a very special team, 
one capable of mixing the most life-like and detailed historical re-creations  
with inventive and imaginative explorations of concealed emotions. The team  
he gathered includes director of photography Stéphane Fontaine (CAPTAIN  
FANTASTIC, RUST AND BONE, A PROPHET), editor Sebastián Sepúlveda 
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(THE CLUB), Oscar®-nominated production designer Jean Rabasse (VATEL, THE  
DREAMERS), costume designer Madeline Fontaine (AMELIE) and composer 
Mica Levi (UNDER THE SKIN). 

The look of the film had to work hand-in-hand with Natalie Portman’s shifting 
internal states of mind — and Larraín wanted the camera to purposefully enter 
into her most personal space. “To me a film is always about texture and expressing 
emotion,” says Larraín of the approach. “We ended up using a lot of handheld  
camera and building the sets so there could always be 360 degree movement — 
and most of the lights were hung from the ceiling so we had even more freedom. I  
wanted the feeling almost that we had snuck a camera behind closed doors, to 
create a fiction that offers a glimpse into what might have been Jackie’s emotional 
state in these moments no one has seen.”

Cinematographer Fontaine — known for his stunning work with Jacques Audiard 
on the prison epic A PROPHET and the unconventional love story RUST AND 
BONE — says that they tried to achieve this sneaky intimacy with the past in part 
by the careful use of 16mm film, which could be married with old newsreel footage.   

He explains: “Pablo and I watched loads of archival footage shot in the 60s. We 
wanted to match those textures — but at the same time, we did not want the movie 
to look too gritty or rough. It needed to be very elegant, reflective of Jackie. My  
long-time colorist Isabelle Julien did a great job matching our shots with the  
archives we used for the movie. We were lucky to shoot most of the movie in a  
studio where the controlled environment helped us achieve such a refined look.”  

Mickey Liddell says he was skeptical at first of Fontaine’s plan to meld old and new 
footage. “Stéphane and Pablo proved me wrong,” he admits. “They found a way to 
do it seamlessly. There is a famous shot from the funeral procession, for instance, 
that is overlaid with the film, and it is integrated in a way I’ve never seen. They did  
it with the White House tour as well, to perfection.”  

Portman was extremely impressed with Fontaine’s visual instincts. “Stéphane 
was central to making the film what it is,” she states. “There are certain choices 

he made with the camera that I think really help you feel Jackie’s grieving and  
unsteadiness viscerally.”  

The photographic challenges were many, including the need to harken back to 60s 
cinematic technology. To re-enact the historic “The Tour of the White House with 
Mrs. John F Kennedy,” Larraín wanted to use vintage cameras to achieve a look 
that no longer even exists.  

“It was a big challenge to get that footage to look and feel exactly how it was, right 
down to the lighting. Color TV cameras then used a technology that separated the 
reds, blues and greens and converted them into television signals — so they had 
a very distinctive period look. When I did the movie NO, we used the same kind 
of technology, and I still had that camera at home. So I brought it to Stéphane to 
shoot the tour and then we later treated it digitally,” Larraín explains.  

Jean Rabasse’s sets, many painstakingly re-created from archival material,  
synched up with Fontaine’s cinematography. “Jean created these massive rooms 
and then Stéphane framed Natalie in these long shots so that you feel her  
loneliness and despair. The White House sometimes feels like a maze she doesn’t 
know how to get out of,” Mickey Liddell says.

Says Larraín of Rabasse’s work: “What Jean did in rebuilding the White House 
was amazing. I remember the first time that I walked onto the finished set, I was 
stunned. It was literally the same place you see in photographs. When Jackie  
Kennedy did the restoration of the White House, she hired one particular French 
designer to do many of the fabrics. As soon as Jean got involved, he and our  
costume designer, Madeline Fontaine, went to the companies who actually made 
those fabrics for Jackie Kennedy in the 60s. Some weren’t even in existence  
anymore but they found ways to re-make everything so beautifully. It was a big 
challenge, but the feeling had to be exactly right.”  

Rabasse knew he had his work cut out for him. “Everyone has seen the White 
House in movies and television, as recently as HOUSE OF CARDS.  So that was 
daunting, especially since I’m a French designer who’d never been to Washington 
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before! We wanted it to be very authentic so we went through enormous amounts  
of documentation — we even found the blueprint of Jackie’s 1962 renovations.” 

Rabasse and his team also thoroughly researched not only the footage but also the 
history of the televised White House tour so that the sets could exactly replicate 
what audiences saw. “I had an assistant who spent two months researching the 
name of every painting to find the height of each. It was amazing, the amount of 
research we had to do, but it was so important.” Rabasse notes. “You had to see the 
beauty and splendor that Jackie so wanted to share through her tour.”  

Although he aimed for authenticity, Rabasse also allowed some expressionism 
into his work. “Pablo was always saying we shouldn’t be afraid of color, it is part of 
the spirit of Jackie,” Rabasse notes. “Color also echoes Jackie’s emotions. There’s  
a scene when Jackie returns to the White House after the assassination and  
she’s alone in the dining room. For that moment I really wanted to reinforce her 
understanding of what is coming, of what she has lost, and of the importance  
of it for the nation. So we really worked to develop a very specific palette and  
texture. There is no shine in that scene. Everything is brown, orange or green, a 
combination that we thought evoked beauty but also profound sorrow.”

One of the looming challenges of the production for all was re-creating the  
moment everything changed: the Dallas motorcade during which JFK was  
assassinated. It is one of the most-witnessed events in all of modern history, 
with newsreels of the President’s slumped, mortally wounded body and Jackie’s  
panic having been aired and scrutinized across television, movies and the internet.  
During the film, the scene shows up several times, each as haunting as the last.  

It proved impossible to shoot at the exact historic location on Elm Street near 
Dealey Plaza, now a busy thoroughfare and also a tourist attraction. Fittingly, the 
production found a location near the nation’s capital to stand in. Recalls producer 
Scott Franklin: “We found a great stretch of highway in Maryland. It had similar 
overpasses and there we were able to put the camera on a crane attached to a car 
for a different POV. Natalie was in the car the whole time. She did all of her own  
work that day, no stunt doubles, and we used all of it. It was a really tough and  
 

emotional day. We wanted to be true to the events yet also sensitive. Kennedy’s  
death was truly violent and grisly, but I think Pablo did a great job of walking the  
line. He recreates it in a way that is almost lyrical and very respectful.”  

Editor Sebastián Sepúlveda’s sharp cuts helped to stitch together the non- 
chronological narrative, which moves hypnotically both backward and forward in 
time. The edit was a daunting proposition at first. There were so many elements 
going into the mix:  an array of highly emotional strands to be united, the blending 
of fact and interpretive fiction, flashbacks and time jumps, both black-and-white 
and color photography, as well as vintage footage that had to be meshed into the 
production’s photography.  

“This really was a difficult movie to cut because we had four different layers of 
time,” comments Larraín. “I would sometimes get pretty nervous! I would call  
Sebastián and say, ‘How are we going put all of this together?’ And he would keep 
telling me: ‘Find emotional bridges.’”

That was Sepúlveda’s guiding notion. “Natalie’s emotional journey became 
the thread of the structure,” he explains. “The idea was to keep the audience so  
emotionally involved with her that you participate in her experience. You are in 
her mind, but it’s a mind in grief, so time moves in fragments.”  

One exciting challenge for Sepulveda was splicing together the real footage of  
Jackie’s White House tour with Natalie Portman’s performance. “The idea we 
had for the White House tour was to play with the audience, so that the audience  
cannot really know which one is original footage or our footage. There are so many 
layers because you have Jackie performing for the camera but you have Natalie 
playing this character doing a performance. It was a lot of fun to play with all the 
points of view.”  

Sepúlveda was moved by the depth of Larraín’s vision: “He is a filmmaker who 
is always putting himself in danger and trying to create films that are very  
unexpected. With JACKIE, he said, I don’t want to simplify this. Instead, we had  
a very complex structure, but it is a very emotional and powerful film.”  
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DRESSING JACKIE

As First Lady, Jackie Kennedy inspired millions of women worldwide with her 
effortless chic. Her signature style was at once classy yet modern, strong yet  
feminine, full of simple A-line dresses, color-splashed pillbox hats and prim, boxy 
Chanel suits. Yet her alluring image also functioned as a kind of shield, dividing 
her constructed public persona from the person few outside her family saw.  

The formidable task of dressing Natalie Portman in Jackie’s legendary outfits 
fell to French costume designer Madeline Fontaine, best known for her work on 
AMELIE, A VERY LONG ENGAGEMENT and YVES SAINT LAURENT. One 
of her biggest challenges was re-creating the inimitable strawberry pink Chanel 
suit and pink pillbox hat Jackie was wearing during the Dallas motorcade, a spoo-
kily confectionary outfit that would be forever seared into the minds of all who 
remembered that day. Hand tailored for Jackie at the New York fashion house of 
Chez Ninon, the dress itself has become a Camelot leitmotif.  

Fontaine not only had to recreate the famous dress but she had to design it  
specifically for the film’s close-up camerawork and lighting. “First we had to settle 
with Pablo and Stéphane the right color for the different cameras they were used. 
We did camera tests of different colors to get THE pink. And then we made five 
of them. It was truly impressive to see Natalie in the suit the first time on set,”  
Fontaine says.  “She took on the aura of Jackie.”  

Another challenge was the dark red, two-piece, bouclé wool dress Jackie wears 
during her White House tour that most people only associate with the grayed-out 
1960s television image. “There does in fact exist some photos of the dress in color 
so we were able to see the original red. But we had to make two different pieces, 
one red and one pink, to get just the right shade of gray for the black and white  
television images,” Fontaine explains. 

For Portman, the dresses were another path into knowing and becoming Jackie. 
“Madeline did an incredible job recreating the wardrobe that we’ve all seen Jackie 
wearing,” Portman says.  “Jackie appreciated beauty so much and that was impor-
tant to who she was, even if it was sometimes disregarded as an indulgence. I started 

to see her clothes very much as part of this entire facade that surrounded Jackie. 
It was a part of how she wanted to be seen, but it was also not all of who she was.”   

Sums up producer Ari Handel: “It was crucial to get Jackie’s dresses right,  
and Madeline not only did that, she made them feel alive and lived in. They feel 
so real, that it brings you into a new relationship with these iconic images we  
already know. We’ve all seen Jackie’s pink suit but when you see Natalie Portman  
take it off, you suddenly realize how this woman had spent an entire 24 hours  
in clothing soaked with her husband’s blood. It’s a visceral reminder of all she  
went through.”  

COMPOSING JACKIE

Perhaps one of the most provocative elements woven through JACKIE is the  
discordant yet stirring musical score that breaks the biopic mold.  Larraín turned 
to experimental composer Mica Levi, best known for her unnervingly seductive 
music for UNDER THE SKIN, to create something unexpected and original. As it 
turned out, Larraín cut the film entirely to Levi’s music as opposed to a temp score.

Like Larraín, Levi took her inspiration directly from the multichromatic fabric 
of Jackie Kennedy’s persona. “She wasn’t a flashy or indulgent person, she was  
often quite restrained. She had a lot of paradoxes. There was sweetness yet also a  
strength to her, and also a grandeur that went alongside her personal tragedy. I 
wanted the overall mood of the score to reflect all those contrasts — to be grand in 
some places, intimate in others,” says Levi.  

She also keyed into the mood of the times with vintage instruments, and influences  
ranging from 1960s jazz masters John Coltrane and Morton Feldman as to the 
Lerner and Lowe musical of “Camelot” which JFK so loved. “On the computer  
I got together a group of instruments that I liked and seemed to be of the time — 
the vibraphone, flutes, strings, a bit of clarinet, some piano and percussion,” Levi 
explains. “Snare drums were also important, giving a military feel to some of it.”  

It is Levi’s plaintive refrain for Jackie that becomes one of a piece with Portman’s 
performance. “For Jackie’s theme, we used a glissando in the strings that has an 
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uneasy, wobbling pitch. It slightly distorts your comfortable idea of where the 
chord is because it’s a triad. It’s a familiar sound but also slightly warped by the 
crescendoing,” Levi explains, “and that seemed to echo something very real about 
what she was experiencing at that time.”  

For editor Sebastián Sepúlveda, the music added whole new layers of feeling — 
and inspiration. “When we received some of Mica’s music, at first we were  
shocked,” he recalls. “This is not the kind of score that we usually work with, but 
it was incredible and we were like kids in candy story playing with that score. The 
music is so tragic and beautiful, we were able to use it in really unique ways.”  

Larraín, too, found the score surprising. “What I love about Mica is that she  
understands that the image is one thing, sound is another and music is another 
and they should not be the same, in order to create a fourth idea. She creates very 
emotional music, music which, when you put it with images, makes for something 
very unpredictable, full of both existential terror and beauty.”  

That same mixture of beauty and terror comes together in Larraín’s blending 
of all the film’s elements, each of which whirls in synchrony or counterpoint to  
Portman’s galvanizing portrait at the center. Sums up Larraín: “The idea behind 
the film was to explore all the layers of Jackie with the feeling of it being not so 
much a timeline but slices of memory, the disparate pieces of a life, the ideas and 
emotions that create us — and there’s just one single things that pulls them all  
together:  Natalie as Jackie.” 
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JACKIE KENNEDY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Natalie Portman

BOBBY KENNEDY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peter Sarsgaard

NANCY TUCKERMAN  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greta Gerwig

THE JOURNALIST  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Billy Crudup

THE PRIEST  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Hurt

BILL WALTON  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard E. Grant

LYNDON B. JOHNSON  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Carroll Lynch

LADY BIRD JOHNSON  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beth Grant

JACK VALENTI  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Max Casella 

JFK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Caspar Phillipson
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NATALIE PORTMAN (JACKIE KENNEDY) received her second Academy 
Award® nomination and first Best Actress win for her performance in Darren 
Aronofsky’s critically acclaimed film, BLACK SWAN. For her role, Portman also 
received a Golden Globe, BAFTA Award, Screen Actors Guild Award, and Critics 
Choice Award.  

On screen, Portman has starred in over twenty-five films. She made her debut 
in Luc Besson’s 1994 film, THE PROFESSIONAL, and went on to star in HEAT, 
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS, EVERYONE SAYS I LOVE YOU, MARS ATTACKS!, 
ANYWHERE BUT HERE (Golden Globe nomination), WHERE THE HEART IS, 
COLD MOUNTAIN, GARDEN STATE, CLOSER (Academy Award nomination  
and Golden Globe Award), FREE ZONE, V FOR VENDETTA, PARIS JE 
T’AIME, GOYA’S GHOSTS, MY BLUEBERRY NIGHTS, MR. MAGORIUM’S 
WONDER EMPORIUM, THE OTHER BOLEYN GIRL, NEW YORK, I LOVE 
YOU, THE OTHER WOMAN, BROTHERS, NO STRINGS ATTACHED, YOUR 
HIGHNESS, HESHER, THOR and its sequel THOR: THE DARK WORLD, and 
JANE GOT A GUN. Additionally, she starred in George Lucas’ STAR WARS: 
EPISODE 1 THE PHANTOM MENACE, STAR WARS: EPISODE II ATTACK 
OF THE CLONES, and STAR WARS: EPISODE III REVENGE OF THE SITH.  
The prequels to the wildly popular STAR WARS trilogy of the 70’s and 80’s rank 
among the top-grossing films ever produced worldwide. She has completed work 
on several other upcoming films, including Terrence Malick’s KNIGHT OF 
CUPS and a second untitled feature by Malick, the French film PLANETARIUM 
opposite Lily Rose-Depp, and Alex Garland’s highly anticipated second feature, 
ANNIHILATION, for Paramount. Portman is also attached to star in a biopic of 
Ruth Bader Ginsberg (ON THE BASIS OF SEX).  

On stage, Portman starred in Mike Nichol's Shakespeare in the Park production 
of THE SEAGULL, opposite Meryl Streep, Kevin Kline and Philip Seymour 
Hoffman; as well as in James Lapine's Broadway production of THE DIARY OF 
ANNE FRANK.

Portman has also taken on a variety of roles behind the lens.  She wrote, directed, 
produced, and starred in the upcoming A TALE OF LOVE AND DARKNESS, 
which made its world premiere at the 2015 Cannes Film Festival and its North 

American premiere at the 2015 Toronto International Film Festival. The story, 
based on the memoir by Amos Oz, revolves around Oz’s childhood in Jerusalem 
in the period following the end of the British Mandate for Palestine and the 
early years of the State of Israel, in addition to his teenage years on a kibbutz.  
Portman’s credits also include EVE, which she wrote and directed, telling 
the story of a young woman who ends up on her grandmother’s date. The film 
debuted at the 2008 Venice Film Festival and stars Lauren Bacall, Ben Gazzara, 
and Olivia Thirlby. She also wrote and directed a short film for NEW YORK, I 
LOVE YOU, about a day in the life of a father and daughter in Central Park. The 
film showcases twelve filmmakers who each directed a vignette illustrating the 
universal theme of love within the five boroughs of New York City.

Portman is currently developing film projects through her production company, 
handsomecharlie films. The company is focused on finding intelligent, accessible 
films across varied genres, as well as female-driven comedies. Upcoming  
projects include the documentary THE SEVENTH FIRE about a group of Native 
American gang members and the documentary EATING ANIMALS based on the 
book by Jonathan Safran Foer.

Portman became the first Ambassador of Hope for FINCA, an international 
village banking microfinance program providing small loans and savings 
programs to the world's poorest families so they may create their own jobs, 
raise household incomes, and improve their standard of living thereby reducing 
poverty worldwide. As the Ambassador of Hope, Portman has proved to be 
a globally aware and dedicated individual who supports the work of FINCA 
through her advocacy and visits to FINCA International programs in countries 
such as Guatemala, Ecuador and Uganda. She has also met with high-level 
United States Members of Congress to lobby for support of international 
microfinance funding. 

As an Ambassador of Free The Children, Portman lends her time to the 
organization that empowers youth to remove barriers that prevent them from 
being active local and global citizens. The charity works on international 
projects, including the Adopt a Village model, which brings over 650 schools and 
school rooms to youth and provides clean water, health care and sanitation to 
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one million people around the world, freeing children and their families from the  
cycle of poverty.

A Harvard graduate with a degree in psychology, Portman has also studied at 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem.

PETER SARSGAARD (BOBBY KENNEDY) continues to remain an actor ren-
owned for his range and ability to access what is behind the often-complicated 
facades of the characters he plays.

This fall, he starred in Antoine Fuqua’s THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN opposite 
Denzel Washington, Ethan Hawke, Chris Pratt and Haley Bennett. The film tells 
the story of seven gun men in the old west who gradually come together to help 
a poor village against savage thieves. The film held its world premiere as the 
Opening Night Film at the 2016 Toronto International Film Festival and opened  
at #1 at the Box Office.

Sarsgaard can currently be seen in Norman Lear’s EPIX Documentary Series 
“American Divided” alongside Common, America Ferrera, Rosario Dawson and 
Amy Poehler as the group travels around the nation exploring the socioeconomic 
issues plaguing today’s America.

In 2015, he garnered great reviews for his portrayal of famed psychologist  
Stanley Milgram in EXPERIMENTER opposite Winona Ryder. The film, 
directed by Michael Almereyda, world premiered at the 2015 Sundance Film 
Festival and was shown at the New York Film Festival. 

Previous film credits include: Scott Cooper’s BLACK MASS, Ed Zwick’s 
PAWN SACRIFICE, Kelly Reichardt’s NIGHT MOVES, Woody Allen’s BLUE 
JASMINE opposite Cate Blanchett, LOVELACE opposite Amanda Seyfried, 
GREEN LANTERN, KNIGHT AND DAY, AN EDUCATION, ORPHAN, IN 
THE ELECTRIC MIST, ELEGYand RENDITION. Other film credits include:  
YEAR OF THE DOG directed by Mike White; JARHEAD directed by  
Sam Mendes; FLIGHTPLAN opposite Jodie Foster; THE DYING GAUL opposite 

Campbell Scott and Patricia Clarkson; KINSEY directed by Bill Condon and 
starring Liam Neeson and Laura Linney; GARDEN STATE opposite Zach Braff 
and Natalie Portman; SHATTERED GLASS opposite Hayden Christensen,  
for which he was nominated for a Golden Globe and K-19 WIDOWMAKER 
opposite Harrison Ford and Liam Neeson.

On the big screen, Sarsgaard first received wide acclaim for his role as  
John Lotter, the tormenter and rapist in Kimberly Pierce’s BOYS DON’T CRY. 
Starring opposite Hilary Swank and Chloe Sevigny, he received critical  
praise for his searing portrayal of the violent ex-con ill-equipped to deal with  
a startling discovery.

In 1995, Sarsgaard made his theatrical debut in the Off-Broadway production of 
Horton Foote's Laura Dennis, which was directed by James Houghton. In 2008 
Sarsgaard made his Broadway debut as Trigorin in Anton Chekov’s The Seagull 
opposite Kristin Scott Thomas and Carey Mulligan. This was the beginning of his 
critically acclaimed Anton Chekov run, which was followed by an off-Broadway 
run of Uncle Vanya and culminated with Three Sisters both starring opposite 
Maggie Gyllenhaal. Three Sisters was nominated for a Lucille Lortel Award for 
Outstanding Achievement Off-Broadway and a Drama Desk Award. In April 2015, 
he completed a six-week run of Hamlet at the Classic Stage Company which found 
him reunited with his Three Sisters and Uncle Vanya director, Austin Pendleton.

Sarsgaard attended the Actors’ Studio Program at Washington University in St. 
Louis, Missouri and currently resides in Brooklyn with his wife, actress Maggie 
Gyllenhaal, and their two children.

GRETA GERWIG (NANCY TUCKERMAN) has rapidly emerged as one of 
Hollywood’s most engaging actresses.

Gerwig can next be seen in 20th CENTURY WOMEN alongside Annette Bening 
and Elle Fanning. The film follows three women as they explore love and freedom 
in Southern California during the late 1970s. Directed by Mike Mills, the film 
will be released December 25th. 
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Gerwig recently wrapped production on her directorial debut LADY BIRD, which 
she also wrote. The film stars Saoirse Ronan and Lucas Hedges and is produced 
by Scott Rudin, Eli Bush, and Evelyn O’Neill.  

Gerwig was last seen in Todd Solondz’ WIENER-DOG starring opposite Danny 
DeVito, Ellen Burstyn, and Kieran Culkin. It debuted at the 2016 Sundance Film 
Festival and was later released by IFC Films and Amazon in June. Gerwig also 
received rave reviews for her performance as the title character in Rebecca 
Miller’s MAGGIE’S PLAN opposite Ethan Hawke and Julianne Moore. 

Gerwig’s past projects include MISTRESS AMERICA, a comedy she starred in 
and co-wrote with director Noah Baumbach, which premiered to rave reviews 
at the 2015 Sundance Film Festival. Gerwig’s previous collaboration with 
Noah Baumbach, FRANCES HA, earned her Golden Globe and Broadcast Film 
Critics Association Award nominations in the category of “Outstanding Lead 
Actress in a Motion Picture, Musical or Comedy.” The film, which also earned an 
Independent Spirit Award nomination for “Best Feature,” premiered at the 2012 
Telluride Film Festival, Toronto Film Festival, and New York Film Festival, and 
was released by IFC in May 2013.

Gerwig first received critical acclaim for her breakout role as “Florence” in 
GREENBERG, which marked her first collaboration with writer/director Noah 
Baumbach. In the film, she starred opposite Ben Stiller and her performance 
earned her several nominations including a Gotham Award nomination for 
“Breakthrough Performance” and an Independent Spirit Award nomination for 
“Best Female Lead.” Gerwig then went on to star alongside Russell Brand and 
Helen Mirren in the comedy ARTHUR, which she followed up with a supporting 
role in the romantic comedy NO STRINGS ATTACHED with Natalie Portman 
and Ashton Kutcher.

Other film credits include Barry Levinson’s THE HUMBLING opposite  
Al Pacino and Dianne Wiest, Woody Allen’s TO ROME WITH LOVE opposite  
Alec Baldwin, Jesse Eisenberg and Ellen Page; Whit Stillman’s comedy 
DAMSELS IN DISTRESS; and Fox Searchlight’s LOLA VERSUS. A darling 
of the independent film scene, Gerwig’s prior credits include Ti West’s  

“art-house horror film” HOUSE OF THE DEVIL; the Duplass brothers’ genre-
bender BAGHEAD; Joe Swanberg’s HANNAH TAKES THE STAIRS as a writer 
and actress, and NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS which she co-wrote and co-directed.

Gerwig graduated Magna Cum Laude from Barnard College and currently resides 
in New York City.
 

Equally memorable on the stage and screen, BILLY CRUDUP (THE JOURNALIST) 
has earned critical accolades for his performances. He will next be seen in 
20TH CENTURY WOMEN alongside Annette Bening, Elle Fanning and Greta 
Gerwig; ALIEN: COVENANT, directed by Ridley Scott; and LIFE AT THESE 
SPEEDS, based on the novel by Jeremy Jackson.  In early 2017, Crudup will 
make his television debut on Netflix’s psychological thriller “Gypsy” alongside  
Naomi Watts. 

Crudup most recently appeared in SPOTLIGHT, for which he won the Screen 
Actors Guild Award for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture; 
the film also won the Academy Award® for Best Picture. Previously he starred in 
YOUTH IN OREGON, which debuted in April at the 2016 Tribeca Film Festival, 
and IFC Films’ THE STANFORD PRISON EXPERIMENT, which is based on the 
landmark experiment conducted at Stanford University in the summer of 1971. 

Crudup made his motion picture debut in Barry Levinson’s SLEEPERS, opposite 
Robert De Niro, Brad Pitt and Jason Patric, followed by Woody Allen’s EVERYONE 
SAYS I LOVE YOU, and Pat O’Connor’s INVENTING THE ABBOTTS. Crudup 
played the leading role in critically acclaimed WITHOUT LIMITS, the story 
of legendary long distance runner Steven Prefontaine, for which he won the 
National Board of Review Award for Breakthrough Performance of the Year. 

He then starred in the critically acclaimed JESUS’ SON opposite Samantha 
Morton, Holly Hunter and Denis Leary, which earned him an Independent Spirit 
Award nomination, and he reunited with Jennifer Connelly in the acclaimed 
WAKING THE DEAD.  Crudup also starred in Cameron Crowe’s Academy Award®-
winning ALMOST FAMOUS along with Frances McDormand and Kate Hudson.
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Crudup’s other film credits include: Noah Buschel’s GLASS CHIN; William 
H. Macy’s directorial debut RUDDERLESS; Guillaume Canet’s BLOOD TIES 
opposite Clive Owen; the box office hit EAT PRAY LOVE starring alongside Julia 
Roberts, Javier Bardem, and James Franco;  Michael Mann’s PUBLIC ENEMIES 
alongside Johnny Depp and Christian Bale; Zack Synder’s WATCHMEN opposite 
Patrick Wilson; CHARLOTTE GRAY opposite Cate Blanchett; Tim Burton’s 
fantasy tale, BIG FISH, also starring Ewan McGregor, Helena Bonham Carter, 
and Albert Finney;  STAGE BEAUTY opposite Claire Danes; TRUST THE MAN 
with Julianne Moore; J.J. Abrams’ MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 3 opposite Tom 
Cruise; and Robert De Niro’s THE GOOD SHEPHERD alongside Matt Damon 
and Angelina Jolie.  

On stage, Crudup most recently starred in the repertory productions of  
No Man’s Land and Waiting for Godot on Broadway, opposite Ian McKellen, 
Patrick Stewart and Shuler Hensley. In 2007, Crudup won a “Best Performance 
by a Featured Actor” Tony for his role in the Broadway production of The Coast  
of  Utopia. He also received Tony nominations for his roles in The Elephant Man, 
The Pillowman and Arcadia. 

He made his Broadway debut as Septimus Hodge in Tom Stoppard’s Arcadia, 
directed by Trevor Nunn, which won him several awards, including the Outer 
Critics Circle Award for “Outstanding Debut of an Actor” and a Theater World 
Award. He was also honored with the Clarence Derwent Award from Actor’s 
Equity for “Outstanding Broadway Debut”.

His other stage credits include: William Inge’s Bus Stop and in the Roundabout 
Theater’s production of Three Sisters, which earned him a Drama Desk nom-
ination. He has appeared in Oedipus with Frances McDormand, starred in 
the New York Shakespeare Festival production of Measure for Measure at the 
Delacorte Theater in Central Park, and starred in the off-Broadway run of The 
Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui opposite Al Pacino and Steve Buscemi.

Crudup received his Masters of Fine Arts from New York University and 
also attended the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He resides in  
New York City.

JOHN HURT (THE PRIEST) attended the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art after 
studying Fine Art at St. Martin’s. He has appeared in over 150 films including 
ALIEN, MIDNIGHT EXPRESS, THE ELEPHANT MAN, 1984, THE HIT, THE 
FIELD, LOVE AND DEATH ON LONG ISLAND, V FOR VENDETTA, TINKER 
TAILOR SOLDIER SPY, SNOWPIERCER, HERCULES and played Mr. Ollivander 
in the HARRY POTTER series. He recently completed the lead role in Eric Styles’ 
feature THAT GOOD NIGHT. John has received numerous awards including  
7 BAFTA nominations and 4 BAFTAS including the prestigious Michael Balcon 
Award in 2012, 2 Oscar nominations, 2 Evening Standard Awards including  
the Alexander Walker Special Award in 2012 and a Golden Globe. 

His television roles include “The Naked Civil Servant,” “I Claudius,” “The Alan 
Clark Diaries,” “An Englishman in New York,” “The Last Panthers” and he 
appeared as The War Doctor in “Dr. Who.”

Mr. Hurt has made many theatre appearances, most recently in Krapp’s Last 
Tape at The Gate Theatre in Dublin, at The Barbican, The Shakespeare Theatre, 
Washington, The Brooklyn Academy of Music and The Kirk Douglas Theatre in 
Los Angeles for which he received the Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Award. 

Mr. Hurt has narrated many films (DOGVILLE, PERFUME) and television 
documentaries and his voice-overs for animated films include “Pride,” “The 
Gruffalo” and “Watership Down.” He voiced the Great Dragon in “Merlin” for 
the BBC and has also worked extensively in radio, most recently with Celia de 
Wolff on War and Peace and Jeffrey Bernard is Unwell. John was granted a C.B.E. 
in 2004 and was knighted in 2015. He is a Fellow of the BFI and Chancellor of 
Norwich University of the Arts.

RICHARD E. GRANT (BILL WALTON) broke through in 1987 when he starred  
in the now iconic cult classic WITHNAIL AND I, directed by Bruce Robinson 
and awarded the Evening Standard British Film Award for Best Screenplay. 
Since then, he has had a diverse and remarkable career in film and on the stage.
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In 1992, Grant played the role of “Dr. Jack Seward” in Francis Ford Coppola’s 
multiple Oscar® winning BRAM STOKER’S DRACULA, as well as featuring 
alongside Tim Robbins and Whoopie Goldberg in THE PLAYER, which went  
on to win two Golden Globes and two BAFTAS and to receive three Academy 
Award® nominations. He followed with roles in Martin Scorsese’s Oscar® 
winning THE AGE OF INNOCENCE, opposite Daniel Day-Lewis and Michelle 
Pfeiffer, and alongside Helena Bonham Carter in Trevor Nunn’s TWELFTH 
NIGHT, winning the Best Ensemble Acting Award at the Chicago International 
Film Festival. Further film credits include Gosford Park, Dom Hemingway, 
Bright Young Things, Queen & Country and The Iron Lady.

In 2005, Grant wrote and directed WAH-WAH, loosely based on his own 
childhood experiences in Swaziland, and starring Nicholas Hoult in the lead 
role, alongside Gabriel Byrne, Miranda Richardson and Julie Walters. The film 
received numerous nominations, and Grant’s diary of the experience of making it 
was later published as The Wah-Wah Diaries.

Grant has an extensive list of television credits. He recently appeared in the 
HBO series “Girls” and “Game of Thrones,” as well as ITV’s “Jekyll & Hyde” and 
“Downton Abbey.”

CASPAR PHILLIPSON (JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY) has worked extensively 
in theater, film and TV in Denmark since graduating from drama school in 1995.  
Having established a strong international presence with roles at The National 
Theatre, London and The Royal Alexandra Theatre, Toronto, he recently toured 
the world as Hamlet for Republique Theatre. In the autumn of 2016, Phillipson will 
be seen starring as Prior Philip in the world premiere of new musical version of  
Ken Follett’s Pillars of the Earth in Copenhagen.

JOHN CARROLL LYNCH (LYNDON B. JOHNSON) landed his first major 
film role as “Norm,” Francis McDormand’s duck-obsessed husband in the 
Coen brothers’ Academy Award®- winning FARGO. Since then, he has worked 
steadily in film, television and theater, playing an impressive range of wildly 

diverse characters, including doctors, killers, perplexed fathers, aggravated 
brothers, frustrated husbands, rich businessmen, poor contractors, southerners, 
northerners, westerners and easterners.

With over fifty film credits to his name, Lynch has been directed by Clint 
Eastwood, Martin Scorsese, David Fincher, Mark Ruffalo, Miguel Arteta, Mick 
Jackson, Karyn Kusama, Albert Brooks and Seth Macfarlane.

TV credits include “American Horror Story,” “The Walking Dead,” “Billions,” 
“Turn,” “Manhattan,” “The Americans,” “House of Lies,” “Carnivale,” “Body of 
Proof,” “Big Love,” “From the Earth to the Moon,” David E. Kelley’s “Brotherhood 
of Poland,New Hampshire” and six seasons on “The Drew Carey Show” as Drew’s 
cross-dressing brother Steve. This fall, Lynch will be seen in “The Founder,” 
opposite Michael Keaton.

Lynch recently directed his first feature film, LUCKY, starring Harry Dean 
Stanton, David Lynch and Ron Livingston.

BETH GRANT (LADY BIRD JOHNSON) has co-starred in three Academy 
Award® winning Best Pictures: THE ARTIST, NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN, 
and RAIN MAN. She twice received the Screen Actors Guild Ensemble Award, 
for LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE and NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN, as well as 
voicing the Academy Award® winning Best Animated Feature, RANGO.

Grant can currently be seen as “Beverly” on “The Mindy Project” for NBC 
Universal. 

Frequently appearing in projects by James Franco, she co-starred with Vincent 
D’Onofrio in the Tennessee Williams biopic TENN, IN DUBIOUS BATTLE, 
based on the Steinbeck novel, and THE LONG HOME, based on the William 
Gay novel. She also played Faulkner’s iconic Addie Bundren in Franco’s AS I 
LAY DYING, which premiered at the Cannes Film Festival, and won the Best 
Ensemble Award from the Chlotrudis Society for Independent Film.
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Recent credits include the Nee Brothers’ BAND OF ROBBERS, starring  
Mathew Gray Gubler and Melissa Benoist, CONSUMED, starring  Zoe Lister- 
Jones and Danny Glover, co-written with Jones and directed by Daryl Wein, BAD 
WORDS, starring and directed by Jason Bateman, ALEX OF VENICE, directed by  
Chris Messina, and FAULTS, starring Mary Elizabeth Winstead, written and 
directed by Riley Stearns.

Grant produced and plays the title character in BLUES FOR WILLADEAN,  
co-starring Academy Award® winner Octavia Spencer, Independent Spirit  
Award winner Dale Dickey, and written and directed by Del Shores. She also 
co-produced and starred in the ComiCon 2010 Best Comedy Award winner, 
HERPES  BOY.

Grant received the Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Award, L.A. Stage Alliance 
Ovation, LA Weekly Award and Backstage West Garland Award for Lead Actress 
for her performance in The Trials and Tribulations of a Trailer Trash Housewife.

Grant recently directed the multi-award winning short, THE PERFECT FIT, 
starring Academy Award® winner Octavia Spencer, Lauren A. Miller (FOR A 
GOOD TIME CALL…), Ahna O’Reilly (THE HELP), Frances Fisher, Jennifer 
Zaborowski, and her daughter, Mary Chieffo, a recent graduate of The Juilliard 
School, Drama Division, where she won The Founders Award.

MAX CASELLA (JACK VALENTI) most recently was seen in HBO’s “Vinyl,” 
as well as starred in the dark comedy film APPLESAUCE, which premiered at  
the 2015 Tribeca Film Festival. His other big screen credits include WILD 
CARD opposite Sofia Vergara and Jason Statham, Woody Allen’s BLUE 
JASMINE, the Coen Brothers’ INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS, Andrew Dominik’s 
KILLING THEM SOFTLY, Spike Lee’s OLDBOY, John Turturro’s FADING 
GIGOLO and in Killer Films’ THE LAST ROBIN HOOD, playing legendary  
film director Stanley Kubrick.

On television, Casella played Benny Fazio for five seasons of HBO’s “The 
Sopranos” and Leo D’Alessio in “Boardwalk Empire.”

On stage, Casella played Bottom in Julie Taymor’s critically-acclaimed 
production of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream at Theater for a 
New Audience. The production was filmed for theatrical release by Academy 
Award-nominated cinematographer Rodrigo Prieto. He recently appeared on 
Broadway in Relatively Speaking, a collection of three one-act comedies directed 
by John Turturro, in which he appeared in Ethan Coen’s Talking Cure and 
Woody Allen’s Honeymoon Hotel. Casella has often collaborated with writer/
director/actor John Turturro; in 2008 he played Clov to Turturro’s Hamm in a 
critically-acclaimed production of Samuel Beckett’s Endgame at BAM, as well 
as co-adapted Italo Calvino’s Fiabe Italiane with Turturro, which toured Italy in 
2010. He also played multiple roles in Turturro’s music documentary Passione. 
He made his Broadway debut as Timon in the original cast of the Tony Award-
winning musical The Lion King, for which he received a Theatre World award  
for Outstanding Broadway Debut and a Drama Desk nomination.
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DIRECTED BY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pablo LARRAÍN

WRITTEN BY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Noah OPPENHEIM

PRODUCED BY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Juan de Dios LARRAÍN, Darren ARONOFSKY, Mickey LIDDELL,
 Scott FRANKLIN, Ari HANDEL

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pete SHILAIMON, Jennifer MONROE, Jayne HONG, Josh STERN,
 Wei HAN, Qi LIN, Martine CASSINELLI, Charlie CORWIN, Howard OWENS

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY  . . . . . . . . Stéphane FONTAINE A.F.C.

PRODUCTION DESIGNER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jean RABASSE A.D.C.

COSTUME DESIGNER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Madeline FONTAINE A.F.C.C.A.

EDITED BY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sebastián SEPÚLVEDA

MUSIC COMPOSED BY  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mica LEVI
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PABLO LARRAÍN (DIRECTED BY) directed his first feature film FUGA in 
2005. His second film TONY MANERO premiered at the 2008 Directors’ Fort-
night at the Cannes Film Festival and was the basis for what would become, 
with his next two films, Larraín's trilogy about the Pinochet dictatorship. It 
was followed by POST MORTEM, which premiered in Official Competition 
at the Venice Film Festival in 2010 and NO, starring Gael Garcia Bernal, 
which premiered at the 2012 Cannes Film Festival Directors’ Fortnight and  
was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film.  
THE CLUB, nominated for a Golden Globe for Best Foreign Language Film, 
premiered in Official Competition at the 2015 Berlin International Film  
Festival where it was awarded the Grand Jury Prize Silver Bear. NERUDA,  
starring Gael Garcia Bernal and Luis Gnecco, premiered this year at the Directors’ 
Fortnight at Cannes and is the fourth time that Larrain’s films have been  
chosen by Chile as the country’s official submission for the Academy Awards. 
JACKIE, starring Natalie Portman, is Larrain’s first English-language film. 

Outside of his work in film, Larrain produced and directed “Profugos” which 
was the first series produced by HBO in Chile; it was nominated for an Interna-
tional Emmy for Best Drama Series. 

For the Santiago’s Teatro Municipal, Larrain directed the 1921 Russian opera 
Káťa Kabanová, originally written by the Czech composer Leoš Janáček.

NOAH OPPENHEIM (WRITTEN BY), known primarily as a “Today” show  
executive and producer, is currently receiving praise for his original screen-
play of Pablo Larraín’s JACKIE, starring Natalie Portman, for which he won a  
Golden Osella at the 73rd Venice Film Festival.

Oppenheim began his career in news. In addition to writing screenplays, he is 
currently Senior Vice President of NBC News and Executive-in-Charge of the 
“Today” show.  He oversees all aspects of the morning show franchise – both 
broadcast and digital. 

Previously, Oppenheim served as Head of Unscripted and Digital Development 

at Shine/Reveille, the production company behind hits like “The Office”  
and “The Biggest Loser.” He has also led political talk shows such as 
“Hardball with Chris Matthews” and “Scarborough Country.” He co-wrote 
THE MAZE RUNNER, a franchise that has grossed $600+ million 
to date. An Emmy winner, he co-created “Mad Money with Jim Cramer,” 
covered three presidential elections, and has reported from Iraq, Israel,  
Gaza, the West Bank and Libya.

He is co-author of two New York Times bestsellers - The Intellectual Devotional 
and The Intellectual Devotional: American History. His essays have appeared 
in the Wall Street Journal, Esquire and Men’s Health.

Educated as a lawyer with an MBA, JUAN de DIOS LARRAÍN (PRODUCED BY) 
founded in 2004, along with his brother, filmmaker Pablo Larraín, the  
Chilean production company responsible for twenty four films, as the  
renowned TONY MANERO, YOUNG AND WILD, CRYSTAL FAIRY, NO, 
GLORIA, THE CLUB, NASTY BABY, NERUDA and JACKIE. 

Juan de Dios Larraín produced the Oscar Nominated “NO”, directed by Pablo 
Larraín, starring Gael García Bernal. 

He produced seasons one and two of the TV series “Prófugos”, the first made in 
Chile for HBO. 

de Dios Larraín produced Sebastian Lelio’s GLORIA, premiered in 2013 at the 
Berlinale, where it was awarded with the Silver Bear for Best Actress.

In 2015 he produced THE CLUB premiered also at the Berlinale where the film 
won the Silver Bear for Special Jury Prize. 

In 2016 de Dios Larraín premiered NERUDA a film directed by Pablo Larraín, 
starring Gael García Bernal, Luis Gnecco and Mercedes Morán, at Cannes 
Film Festival. 
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Currently de Dios Larraín is producing Sebastián Lelio’s UNA MUJER  
FANTÁSTICA and Marialy Rivas’ PRINCESITA. 

Academy Award®-nominated director, DARREN ARONOFSKY (PRODUCED BY),  
is the founder and head of the production company, Protozoa Pictures.  
Aronofsky is currently in post-production on an untitled feature film he 
wrote and directed starring Jennifer Lawrence, Ed Harris, Javier Bardem,  
Domhnall Gleeson, and Michelle Pfeiffer.

Aronofsky directed, wrote, and produced NOAH and BLACK SWAN, which 
won Natalie Portman the Academy Award, and garnered four other Oscar  
nominations including Best Picture. He served as executive producer on David 
O. Russell’s THE FIGHTER. In 2008, Aronofsky directed and produced THE 
WRESTLER, which made its world premiere at the Venice Film Festival and 
won the esteemed Golden Lion. The film earned Academy Award nominations 
for both Mickey Rourke and Marisa Tomei, and won Golden Globes for Mickey 
and for Bruce Springsteen for his original track "The Wrestler."

Aronofky’s films include Jackie (2016), Noah (2014), Black Swan (2010), The 
Fighter (2010), The Wrestler (2008), The Fountain (2006), Requiem for a 
Dream (2000), π (1998).

MICKEY LIDDELL (PRODUCED BY) is the founder and CEO of LD  
Entertainment, a film development and production company which has  
recently expanded into television, theater and digital platforms. LD developed 
and produced RISEN, which was released by Sony Columbia Pictures in  
February 2016. LD produced ANTHROPOID, directed by Sean Ellis and  
starring Jamie Dornan and Cilian Murphy, which was released by Bleecker  
Street in August 2016. In 2017, they plan to release their movie MEGAN  
LEAVEY, a film based on the true story of a female Iraq war hero, starring 
Kate Mara, Edie Falco, and Common. LD is also in post-production 
on their movies JACOB’S LADDER (starring Michael Ealy, Jesse  
Williams, and Nicole Beharie,) LIVE LIKE LINE (starring Helen Hunt, 

William Hurt, and Erin Moriarity,) and FOREVER MY GIRL (starring 
Alex Roe and Jessica Rothe.) Additionally, LD has financed and produ-
ced THE ZOOKEEPER’S WIFE, adapted from the international best- 
selling novel, starring Jessica Chastain and Daniel Bruhl, and JACKIE, 
which will be released by Fox Searchlight in December 2016 and stars  
Natalie Portman as Jackie Kennedy. 

Liddell has also financed and produced such critically-acclaimed films  
as Joe Carnahan’s THE GREY, starring Liam Neeson; Rodrigo Garcia’s  
ALBERT  NOBBS, which  garnered Oscar® nominations for Glenn Close and  
Janet McTeer; Willliam Friedkin’s KILLER JOE, starring Matthew McConaughey 
and Emile Hirsch; and Alejandro González Iñárritu’s Oscar®-nominated  
BIUTIFUL, which starred Javier Bardem.

Before opening LD Entertainment, Mickey produced feature films for  
various branches of Sony Pictures Entertainment and the hit television series 
“Everwood” and “Jack and Bobby” for the WB Network.

SCOTT FRANKLIN (PRODUCED BY) was born and raised in New York where 
he has established himself as a well-respected veteran of the NYC filmmaking 
community.  He is an Oscar nominee for his work on BLACK SWAN and a 
two-time recipient of the Independent Spirit Award for Best Picture.

Franklin’s most recent film to hit theaters, Darren Aronofsky’s NOAH,  
starred Russell Crowe, Jennifer Connelly, Anthony Hopkins, Emma Watson, 
Ray Winstone and Logan Lerman. Franklin’s previous hit BLACK SWAN,  
starring Natalie Portman, Vincent Cassel, Mila Kunis, Barbara Hershey, and  
Winona Ryder, opened at the 2010 Venice Film Festival and went on to earn  
Golden Globe and Oscar nominations for Best Picture. Natalie Portman won  
Best Actress at both.

Franklin’s previous films include W.E. directed by Madonna and TWO  
DAYS IN NY, directed by Julie Delpy and starring Delpy and Chris Rock. 
Franklin also produced Aronofsky’s 2008 film THE WRESTLER, starring 
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Mickey Rourke, Marisa Tomei, and Evan Rachel Wood, which was a recipient  
of the Golden Lion award at the 2008 Venice Film Festival and won multiple 
awards at the 2009 Independent Spirit Awards, including Best Picture. 

ARI HANDEL (PRODUCED BY) was born in Zurch, Switzerland and raised 
in West Newton, Massachussets. He holds a doctorate in Neural Science from 
New York University.

Handel is a writer and/or producer on THE FOUNTAIN, THE WRESTLER, 
BLACK SWAN, and most recently, NOAH. He is also a co-author of The  
Fountain and Noah graphic novels.

In addition to his film work, Handel is Co-Chairman of the board of The 
Moth, the Peabody and Macarthur Award winning not-for-profit organization  
dedicated to the art and craft of storytelling. His 2004 Moth story, “Don’t Fall  
In Love With Your Monkey” is an audience favorite.

STÉPHANE FONTAINE (DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY) graduated 
from the École Nationale Supérieure Louis-Lumière in 1985 and began his 
career as first assistant camera on films directed by Arnaud Desplechin, 
Jim Jarmusch, Leos Carax and Olivier Assayas, among others. Fontaine  
won the César Award for Best Cinematography in 2006 for THE BEAT 
THAT MY HEART SKIPPED and in 2010 for A PROPHET. Some of Fontaine’s 
numerous film credits include ELLE, CAPTAIN FANTASTIC, RUST AND 
BONE and TALK TO ME. In 2015 he received the Chevalier of the Order of  
Arts and Letters.

JEAN RABASSE (PRODUCTION DESIGNER) is currently in production on 
D'APRÈS UNE HISTOIRE VRAIE directed by Roman Polanski.  Rabasse’s 
other films include LES DEUX AMIS, L'ODEUR DE LA MANDARINE. LA 
VÉNUS À LA FOURRURE, VINGT ANS D'ÉCART, IO E TE (MOI ET TOI), 
OCÉANS FAUBOURG 36, THE STATEMENT THE DREAMERS VIDOCQ, 

VATEL, ASTERIX ET OBELIX CONTRE CESAR, THE CITY OF LOST  
CHILDREN, JE M'APPELLE VICTOR, and DELICATESSEN.

Rabasse’s commercials and music videos include work for Nestlé, L'oréal,  
Yop, Gini, Axe, L'oréal, Cegetel, Afflelou, Airbus (Artistic Direction), Lancôme 
"Trésor", Holland Casino, Nouvelle Numérotation, Nectar, Carte Noire,  
Fabrice Carazzo, and Coca-Cola.

Rabasse has worked on live shows such as Cie Dragonne / Paris Merveilles 
Lido, Paris, Le Cirque Du Soleil / Iris Scenography For A Worldwide Show, 
New York, Cie Dragonne / Projet Dubaï Theater and Scenography Conception, 
Cie Dragonne / Projet Jakarta Theater And Scenography Conception In Pro-
gress, Le Cirque Du Soleil / Iris Scenography for a worldwideshow, Los Angeles  
Le Cirque Du Soleil / Beatles Love, Las Vegas - Scenography For A Worldwide 
Show, Le Cirque Du Soleil / Corteo - Scenography for a worldwide show and  
received a Prime Time Emmy Nomination in 2007 for Outstanding Art Direction 
for a Variety Music or Nonfiction Programming.

Rabasse’s Work In Theatre, Dance, And Musicals Include Contact, Requiem 
De Verdi Opera Scenography, Aida Opera Scenography - Mariinsky Theatre,  
St Petersburg, Love From Afar Opera Scenography, Eno London, Five  
Men, Avis Aux Interessés, Les Garçons Et Les Filles, Le Collectionneur, 
Dora (Musical Created In Tokyo), Les Grosses Reveuses, Decodex, Festival 
De Marseille Méditerranée Festival Design, Denise Festival De St Denis -  
Cie Dca Show Design, Deux Fois Rien, Spireli / Deschamps Petites Pièces 
Montées and Opening And Closing Ceremony For The Winter Olympic Games  
At Albertville.

Exhibitions Include In Extremis At The Institut Français D'architecture.

MADELINE FONTAINE'S (COSTUME DESIGNER) feature films include 
JACKIE, UNE VIE, YVES SAINT LAURENT, VIOLETTE, L'EXTRAVA-
GANT VOYAGE DU JEUNE ET PRODIGIEUX T.S. SPIVET, MES HÉROS,   
CAMILLE REDOUBLE, PAPAS DU DIMANCHE, POULET AUX PRUNES, 
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MICMACS À TIRE-LARIGOT, SÉRAPHINE, CASH, ASTÉRIX AUX 
JEUX OLYMPIQUE, UN FIL À LA PATTE, UN LONG DIMANCHE DE  
FIANÇAILLES DI UN MONDE PRESQUE PAISIBLE, LAISSE TES MAINS  
SUR MES HANCHES, LE VENTRE DE JULIETTE, AMÉLIE POULAIN, 
KENNEDY ET MOI, QUE LA LUMIÈRE SOIT, BABEL, VIOLETTA, LA  
REINE DE LA MOTO LA CIBLE, UN SAMEDI SUR LA TERRE, LA CITÉ  
DES ENFANTS PERDUS.

Television credits include “Versailles Saison 2,” “Casanova,” “Versailles  
Saison 1.”

Commercials include work for Chivas, Euromaster, Edf, Gdf, L'effet Bounty, 
ING Direct, Renault Clio, Renault Portes Ouvertes, Pampryl, Bledina,  
Tourning Club Suisse, Jacques Vabre – Nectar, Panzani - Don Patillo Danone, 
Lu 'Les Cow-Boys', BNP 'Parlons D'avenir', Société Générale, Super Bingo,  
Barclays, Barilla

SEBASTIÁN SEPÚLVEDA (EDITIED BY) lived the first 18 years of his life  
between Europe and South America due to his family’s exile from Chile during 
the military regime. On return to Santiago in 1990, he began studying history. 
Towards the end of the 1990s Sepúlveda studied screenwriting at La FEMIS  
in Paris and editing at EICTV in Cuba.

He was involved in editing many films in the 2000s, including the co- 
production between France and Argentina LA LEÓN, directed by Santiago 
Otheguy, which won a Special mention at the Teddy Award, Berlinale 2007. 
He also worked in the script and editing of YOUNG AND WILD, directed 
by Marialy Rivas, winner of the Best International Screenwriting Award  
at Sundance 2012.

Sepúlveda’s directorial debut was THE QUISPE GIRLS (2013), produced by 
Juan de Dios Larraín and Pablo Larraín. The film was based on the true story of 
 the Quispe sisters who died in mysterious circumstances in 1974. THE QUISPE

GIRLS screened at the Venice Critic's Week, won Best Cinematography, and 
was selected for Berlinale Native 2015, among other festivals.

In 2015 he edited THE CLUB, a film directed by Pablo Larraín, which 
won the Silver Bear at Berlinale, and was nominated Best Foreign Film at  
the Golden Globes.

He finished the editing of JACKIE in 2016. Directed by Pablo Larraín and  
starring Natalie Portman, JACKIE premiered at Venice Film Festival.

MICA LEVI (MUSIC COMPOSED BY) is a London based artist, composer 
and music producer. Mica studied composition at the Guildhall School of  
Music, garnering her first classical commission from the London Philharmonic 
at age 20.  She has since written and recorded numerous albums and mix tapes, 
most recently with Good Sad Happy Bad (Rough Trade). Her iconic score for 
Jonathan Glazer’s UNDER THE SKIN won the European Film Award, the  
Los Angeles Film Critics Award and was nominated for a BAFTA for Best Music.

Mica was also the youngest artist in residence at London’s Southbank Center 
and has performed at major art institutions worldwide including the Getty,  
MoMA PS1 and the Barbican. Current projects include her composition of  
the score for Pablo Larrain’s JACKIE, a classical collaboration with cellist  
Oliver Coates entitled Remain Calm, and a forthcoming solo LP.
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CREDITS
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Directed by
Pablo LARRAIN

Written by
Noah OPPENHEIM

Produced by
Juan de Dios LARRAIN

Produced by
Darren ARONOFSKY

Mickey LIDDELL

Produced by
Scott FRANKLIN

Ari HANDEL

Executive Producers
Pete SHILAIMON

Jennifer MONROE

Executive Producers
Jayne HONG
Josh STERN

Executive Producers
Wei HAN

Qi LIN
Martine CASSINELLI

Executive Producers
Charlie CORWIN
Howard OWENS
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Natalie PORTMAN

JACKIE

Peter SARSGAARD
Greta GERWIG

Richard E. GRANT
Caspar PHILLIPSON
John Carroll LYNCH

Beth GRANT
Max CASELLA

with 
Billy CRUDUP

and
John HURT

Casting by
Lindsay GRAHAM

Mary VERNIEU
Mathilde SNODGRASS

Director of Photography
Stéphane FONTAINE A.F.C.

Production Designer
Jean RABASSE A.D.C.

Costume Designer
Madeline FONTAINE A.F.C.C.A

Edited by
Sebastián SEPULVEDA

Music Composed by
Mica LEVI

Sound Design
David MIRANDA
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Re-Recording Mixer
Vincent COSSON

On Set VFX Supervisors
 Sébastien RAME 

Nicolas REY

VFX Supervisor
Thomas DUVAL

VFX Supervisor
Tomás ROCA

France Assistant Director 
Hubert ENGAMMARE

US Assistant Director 
Bruce Edward HALL

France Line Producer
Serge CATOIRE

US Line Producer
Marsha L. SWINTON

A Pablo LARRAIN Film

                                                                                                                        Jackie Kennedy              Natalie PORTMAN
                                                                                                                         Bobby Kennedy              Peter SARSGAARD
                                                                                                                 Nancy Tuckerman              Greta GERWIG
                                                                                                                          The Journalist              Billy CRUDUP
                                                                                                                                    The Priest              John HURT
                                                                                                                                  Bill Walton              Richard E. GRANT
                                                                                                   John Fitzgerald Kennedy              Caspar PHILLIPSON
                                                                                                                  Lyndon B Johnson              John Carroll LYNCH
                                                                                                                  Lady Bird Johnson             Beth GRANT
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                                                                                                                                Jack Valenti             Max CASELLA
                                                                                                                         Mary Gallagher             Sara VERHAGEN
                                                                                                                              Pam Turnure             Hélène KUHN
                                                                                                                                 Maud Shaw             Deborah FINDLAY
                                                                                                                             Larry O’Brien             Corey JOHNSON
                                                                                                                     Kenny O’Donnell             Aidan O’HARE
                                                                                                                               Dave Powers             Ralph BROWN 
                                                                                                                                      Clint Hill             David CAVES
                                                                                                                                     Janet Lee             Penny DOWNIE 
                                                                                                                           Rose Kennedy             Georgie GLEN
                                                                                                                          Ethel Kennedy             Julie JUDD
                                                                                                     Admiral George Burkley             Peter HUDSON
                                                                                                                          Dr John Walsh             John PAVAL
                                                                                                                   Father John Kuhn             Bill DUNN
                                                                                                                            Judge Hugues             Vivienne VERMES
                                                                                                                     Air Force Officer             Yann BEAN
                                                                                                                  Ambulance Driver             Ken STARCEVIC
                                                                                                                 Governor Connally             Craig SECHLER
                                                                                                                        Nellie Connally             Rebecca COMPTON
                                                                                                               Reporter Love Field             Bryan ASHBY
                                                                                                                             John Metzler             David DEBOY
                                                                                                             Charles Collingwood             Stéphane HOHN 
                                                                                                                    Charles de Gaulle             Serge ONTENIENTE 
                                                                                                                   Caroline Kennedy             Sunnie PELANT
                                                                                                                     John Jr Kennedy             Aiden & Brody WEINBERG
                                                                                                                               Pablo Casals             Roland PIDOUX
                                                                                                                       Casals Violonist             Antoine de la MORINERIE
                                                                                                                           Casals Pianist             Gérard PIERROT
                                                                                                                                Reporter #2             Ian MCCLEARY
                                                                                                                    Secret Service #1             Justin SCHWEIGER
                                                                                                              Robert Mac Namara              Emmanuel HERAULT 
                                                                                                                  Hugh Auchincloss              William BEAUX d’ALBENAS
                                                                                                                James Auchincloss              Nicolas GUIGOU 
                                                                                                                                Jack Brooks              David FRISZMAN 
                                                                                                                               Toni Bradlee              Chloé BERTHIER
                                                                                                                    Benjamin Bradlee              Eric SOUBELET
                                                                                                                              Ted Kennedy              Gaspard KOENIG
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                                                                                                                           Joan Kennedy              Mathilde RIPLEY
                                                                                                                               Pat Kennedy              Barbara FOLIOT
                                                                                                                           Peter Lawford              Albain VENZO
                                                                                                                      Eunice Kennedy              Frédérike ADLER
                                                                                                       Robert Sargent Shriver              Patrick HAMEL

FRENCH UNIT

DIRECTOR & AD’S DEPARTMENT 

                                                                        2nd Assistant Director              Stéphane MANARANCHE 
                                                                   3rd Assistant Director              Aude GUILLOT
                                                           3rd  Assistant Director              Claire BOUCHARD
                                                           3rd  Assistant Director              Nicolas LIVECCHI
                                             Extra 3rd  Assistant Director              Raphaël HORLAIT
                                             Extra 3rd  Assistant Director              Antoine HERBULOT

                                                                      Script Supervisor              Bénédicte DARBLAY

                                                                              Dialect Coach              Tanya BLUMSTEIN
                                          Dancing Coach & Choreograph              Gladys GAMBIE 

                                           Location scouts Recce France              Kalinka WEILER CARRASCO
                                           Location scouts Recce France              Dimitri CHALAZONITIS

                                                            Natalie Portman Personal Assistant              Fanny LECENDRE

CASTING

                                              Casting              BETTY MAE 

                                               Casting              SNOD CAST
                                                          Assistant Casting Director              Marion PEYRET

                                                                                                                             Casting Extra              Geneviève ACIEN
                                                                                                         Assistant Casting Extra              Catherine DESERBAIS
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PRODUCTION

                                                                                                     Production Coordinator              Laetitia DOM   
                                                                                                       Production Accountant              Sylvia PAIN
                                                                                 Assistant Production Accountant             Julie FERNANDES

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
 
                                                                                                             Production Manager              Claire LANGMANN
                                                                                            Assistant Location Manager              Charles BESNARD
                                                                                                            Production Assistant              Stanilas CAILLIBOT 
                                                                                                            Production Assistant              Oscar VAN LUNEN 
                                                                                                            Production Assistant              Sacha VUCINIC
                                                                                                            Production Assistant              Kevin MAHÉ-SEEBALUCK
                                                                                                            Production Assistant              Perrine DELPORTE
                                                                                                            Production Assistant              Isabelle HERVÉ

Extra Production Assistants
Baptiste COUSSAU - Artur TOUTLEMONDE - Guillaume ALBERTI

Virginie LONGUE ÉPÉE - Valérie SERVANT

Catering Production Assistants
Eve BRUANT – Maxime LECOQ – Richard TRUONG – Aboubacar DOUMBIA – Emmanuelle ANQUETIL

                                                                                                                                        Trainee              Agathe ZANNETTACCI
                                                                                                                                        Trainee              Danaé KYRIAZOPOULOS

                                                                                                      Natalie Portman Driver              Thomas VINCENT
            

CAMERA 

                                                                                                                               Steadicamer              Kareem LA VAULLÉE
                                                                                                                               Focus Puller              Fabienne OCTOBRE
                                                                                                          2nd Assistant Camera              Nathalie LAO
                                                                                                           3rd Assistant Camera              Christophe PERRAUDIN

                                                                                                   Focus Puller 2nd Camera              Pierre MAZARD
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                                                                              2nd Assistant Camera 2nd Camera              Marie Sophie DANIEL

                                                                                                                Still Photographers              Stéphanie BRANCHU
                                                                                                                                                                          Bruno CALVO
                                                                                                                                    Making of              Tommaso GORANI
                                                                                                                                                                        Pierre COMAS

SOUND

                                                                                                                              Sound Mixer              Jean-Paul MUGEL
                                                                                                                         Boom Operator              Jonathan ACBARD
                                                                                                                          Sound Trainee              Morgane ANNIC

WARDROBE 

                                                                                                             Costume Supervisor              Marie FRÉMONT
                                                                                                              Costume Supervisor              Jette KRAGHEDE 
                                                                                                        Seamstress Supervisor             Véronique ELISE LEPERE
                                                                                                                                       Costume             Karelle DURAND
                                                                                                                                       Costume              Julie VIGNOT
                                                                                                                                       Costume             Marine VALETTE
                                                                                                                                                Dyer             Simona GRASSANO
                                                                                                                                       Costume             Camille CHANDEZE
                                                                                                                                          Dresser             Paloma GIALLOLACCI
                                                                                                                                          Dresser             Camille GUERET
                                                                                                                                          Dresser             Sarah LAZARO

Extra Dressers 
Charlotte PECQUENARD - Dorothée TAREL - Marie TRIMOUILLE - Marie LE LEYDOUR

Valeria MONTORSI - Camille TESTA - Fiona BOUCHER - Carole CHOLLET - Aude DESIGAUX

                                                                                                               Wardrobe Assistant             Nicolas ROUSSEL
                                                                                                               Wardrobe Assistant             Robert TUREL
                                                                                                               Wardrobe Assistant             Robert d’ELIA

Wardrobe Trainees
Lison FRANTZ - Gwenaelle LE DANTEC - Jeanne-Laure MULONNIERE 

Marie FOUILLARD - Antoine FERRON - Selma DELABRIÈRE - Emeline PORCU 
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                                                                                                                                     Armourer             Jean-Michel CHAPELAIN

MAKE UP

                                                                                                                Key Make up Artist             Sarai FISZEL
                                                                       Natalie Portman’s Key Make up Artist             Miwoo KIM 
                                                                                                                Key Make up Artist             Odile FOURQUIN
                                                                                                Key Make up Artist Extras             Sylvie AÏD

Specials thanks to Sarai FISZEL

Extra Make Up Artists
Corine MAILLARD - Fabienne GERVAIS - Valérie CHAPELLE

Betty BEAUCHAMP - Nathalie KOVALSKI - Cathy VEILLET - Lola MAILLARD
Fabienne ROBINEAU - Michelle CONSTANTINIDES - Françoise MALET

                                                                                                                                     Manicure             Sidalia ABBOU
  
                                                                                                Prosthetic Make up Artist            Alexis KINEBANYAN
                                                                                   Extra Prosthetic Make up Artist            Emmanuel PITOIS
 

HAIR DRESSERS

                                                                                                                  Key Hair Dresser            Catherine LEBLANC CARAES
                                                                                                                           Hair Dresser            Tony ROCCHETTI
                                                                                                   Key Hair Dresser Extras            Sandrine MASSON
                                                                                                            Hair Dresser Extras            Nathalie EUDIER

Extra Hair Dressers 
Igor CHOMETOWSKI - Véronique BOITOUT - Pascal FERRERO - Juliette CHUPIN 

Michel DEMONTEIX - Jérôme VENTURA - Jérôme BALP - Christian GRUAU 
Françoise FICHET - Nadine DUMAS - Christine DENDELEUF - Youenn PEOC’H

Joelle DOMINIQUE - Silvine PICARD - Mathieu GUERACAGUE
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GRIP

                                                                                                                                       Key Grip            Antonin GENDRE
                                                                                                                                                Grip            Giovanni QUENE
                                                                                                                                                Grip            Bruno LECARDONNEL

Grips
Geoffrey THIERY - Alexandre GOUVEIA 

Jocelyn THIERY - Jonas KAIL - Clément CLOP

ELECTRICIANS

                                                                                                                                             Gaffer            Xavier CHOLET 
                                                                                                                                Electricians            Luc REYROLLE
                                                                                                                                                                        Sébastien PLESSIS
                                                                                                                                                                        Laurent DEXPERT
                                                                                                                                                                        Jean-François GRANCHER

Electricians (Prelight)
Hugo DELAHOUTRE - Julien LEBLOND - Michael BRETONNES - Norman BIHI

Clément DUROUX - Géraud de TOURNEMIRE 

                                                                                                                Trainee Electrician            Lauriane ROUVILLAIN

                                                                                                                                    Generator            Eric DUPRESSOIR

ART DEPARTMENT

                                                                                                                                Art Director            Mathieu JUNOT
                                                                                                                                 Art Director            Emmanuel PRÉVOT
                                                                                                                            Set Decorator            Véronique MELERY
                                                                                                                               Prop Master            Christophe PERRUCHI
                                                                                                         Assistant Prop Master            Carole THEODOLY-LANNES
                                                                                                         Set Decoration Buyers            Soizic HERVÉ
                                                                                                                                                                        Bénédicte JOFFRE
                                                                                                                     Buyer (furniture)            Jérôme BILLA
                                                                                           Art Department Coordinator            Nathalie GILLOT
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                                                                                                                               Setting Props            Kris THEUWIS
                                                                                                                             Setting Props            Gilles GÉRAUD
                                                                                                      Set Designer (Archives)            Nathalie ROUBAUD
                                                                                                                                   Roughman            Jonathan DELERUE
                                                                                                                                       Graphist            Yves DELIGNE

2nd Assistants Art Director
Flavia MARCON - Aurélia MICHELIN - Augustin COLLET – Maïté GOBLET – Thierry POULET – Bertrand HEE  

Pauline FAISANT – Gladys GAROT 

3rd Assistants Art Director
Noémie BRUNET - Margaux REMAURY - Céline PAUMIER - Tina TROTTIN - 

 Christophe DOMENJOUD - Fabien SCALA - Emilio MILIZIA - Louis ROUSSEAU – Marina LE GALL - Rebecca LANGLOS  
Eli PETIT-JEAN - Marine DECAUX - Lucie LEGAULT 

Annabelle TESSEYRE - Yann LAPETITE - Pomme DELEPINE - Tom GUY - Quentin MAGOS 
Christelle GUILLERM - Arsène CHARRY

                                                                                                     Art Department Trainee            Pauline THOMAS
                                                                                                     Art Department Trainee            Romain HAMON

CONSTRUCTION

                                                                                                Construction Coordinator            Philippe AUCLAIRE
                                                                                                    Head Construction Grip            Nicolas DECAUX
 

                                                                                                              Construction Buyer            Romain ROSIER
                                                                                                                    Head Carpenters            Alain CHAUDET
                                                                                                                                                                      Laurent HOTTOIS
                                                                                                                                                                      Marc FIVEL
                                                                                                                                                                       Alain GUAIS
                                                                                                                                                                       Philippe SENIE
                                                                                                                            Head Painter              Isabelle MAGOS
                                                                                                                   2nd Head Painter              Christian GIAMBIASI
                                                                                                                       Head Sculpture              Brigitte RENARD
                                                                                                                        Head Plasterer              Pascal CHEVE
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                                                                                                                          Lead Tapestry              Carole RACAMIER
                                                                                                                          Lead Tapestry              Christophe POMMIE
                                                                                                                                  Locksmith              Denis LEDOYEN

Carpenters

Camille COUZINET - Patrick MILIZIA - François DUGUE - Rémy HUBER - Luc ARACHTINGI –
Ghislaine HALLEY - Franck SCALA - Eric PETIT JEAN - Emmanuel TEISSEIRE – 

Sullyvan GROUSSE - Manuel POULAIN - Jean-Michel CHARTIER - Daniel FERET – 
Eric BERTHET - Jean-Louis LACARRA - Jean-Jacques BLANLOT - Jacques OURSIN –

Eric LEVAVASSEUR - Eric LATREUILLE - Ludovic LETHIAIS - Vianney SANTROT – Olivier ROBERT Florent SZYMANSKI -  
Stéphane RICHAUD - Christian RIVET – Manuel SWIETON - Eric LUSSAUD - Charles PONCET DE LA GRAVE - Thierry DESJARDINS – 

Jérôme PERRIN - Jérôme MAGNE - Matthias NAVARRO - Romain FROISSARD – Jean-Luc BEAUFORT - Ichem BOUKSSESSA BENAMAR 
- Laurent COLET - Isoline FAVIER – Romain POLI - Katell ROLLAND - Alain SZCZYGLOWSKI - Véronique COLARDELLE – Franck BONETTO - 

Fabien LEWARTOWSKI - Agnès DEMAEGDT - Franck TEIXEIRA – Gilles BOCCHINO - Nicolas MEUNIER - Nicolas LANVIN -  
Paula EBLE - Laurent GARENNE – Olivier DELPY - Jérémy VISCONTE - Bruno JAUNAY - Olivier VIALA – Thomas KRAMKIMEL -  

Charlie GUDIMARD – Romain FROISSART

Painters

Benjamin STIERLE - Martine BRASSAERT - Martina SEEBER MOUTARD - Guy CHOUARD – 
Elodie PUJOL – Laurence DURLOT - Veronica FRUHBRODT - Philippe MOUTARD - Magali FONTAINE – Emmanuelle KUBRIJANOW -  

Vincent DESLANDES - Marine BIRCHLER – Alexandra BOUCAN - Didier COPP - Sabine LAMALLE - Christophe PETROT –  
Emilie ZITTER - Sophie DOMINO MAGOS Mireille LANDELLE - Franck MINICONI – Valentin DELOR - Laercio RIBAS DA CRUZ – 

Loïc LE MOIGNE - Emilie DAVID – Mathieu CHAMPEL - Stéphanie JOYE - Laurent MICHELETTI - Luz NIETO –  
Jerzy NOWAK - Jérôme HAYOT - Eddie GUITTARD - Suzanne ARHEX – 

Jacky FRANKIEL – Joseph CROSLAND - Gaëlle BERNARD - Valentina LA ROCCA

Sculptors

Christiane LOHEZIC - Anne DOLET - Aleth GALEN - Pascal LE HENAFF - Vincent GAZIER –
Isabelle LE CUDENNEC - Gilles GUERBER - Arnaud BEAUTÉ
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Plasterers

Patrick BERTRON - Thierry DOERFLINGER - Arnaud LEBEC - Luc LELONG –
Véronique FLORAND - Nicolas VERGNE - François GUIBERT - Caroline CHOINE –

Nathalie LLORENS - Olivier LASSALLE

Tapestries

Paula MELETOPOULOS - Corinne BLANDEL - Sophie BEGON FAGE - Sandrine FERRACCI –
Sandra COURBE - Aurore PATRONE

Swing Gangs

Maxime BOQUET - Laure SATGE - Jean-Denis RIVIERE - Sébastien HEROUARD –
Jean DALMASSO - Xavier LONGUET - Sandrine TENAUD - Yoann VARIN – Marc TOTY
Dominique FILLIATREAU - Dionisio Jose DOS SANTOS TAVARES - Laurent PESSON – 

Thomas SERRE - Lionnel DEBECKER - Didier GEORGES - Koe LEMOINE – Cyril RENARD – Benoit SERRE

WASHINGTON DC UNIT 

                                                                                                             Production Manager              Teddy AU

                                                                                             Unit Production Supervisor              Carol FLAISHER PGA 
                                                                                                     Production Coordinator              May TAM
                                                                                  Assistant Production Supervisor              Melissa MORGAN  
                                                                                             Office Production Assistant              Allison GERARDY
                                                                                             Office Production Assistant              Reggie GRIER
                                                                                                            Production Assistant              Jacob YAKOB

                                                                                                       Production Accountant              Christopher CONKLING
                                                                                                    1st Assistant Accountant              Sean MURPHY
                                                                                                                Payroll Accountant              Judith WALDER
                                                                                                                   Accounting Clerk              Morgan HAYES

                                                                                                         2nd Assistant Director              Karla STRUM
                                                                                               2nd 2nd Assistant Director              Evelyn FOGLEMAN
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                                                                                          Key Set Production Assistant              Biz KOPP
                                                          1st Team / Paperwork Production Assistant              Kendra BATES
                                                                                Background Production Assistant              Kevin CRAWLEY
                                                                                Background Production Assistant              Paul DUGGAN
                                                                         Walkie / Distro Production Assistant              Chris CAREY
                                                                               Floater / Set Production Assistant              John FUNK
                                                                                                    Set Production Assistant              Steve NGUYEN
 
                                                                                                                    Script Supervisor             Jane BURKA 

                                                                                                                 B Camera Operator             David INSLEY
                                                                                                              Steadicam Operator            Manolo ROJAS
                                                                                                              Steadicam Operator            Brant FAGAN
                                                                                          1st Assistant Camera / A Cam            Eric SWANEK
                                                                                        2nd Assistant Camera / A Cam            Mike PANCZENKO
                                                                                          1st Assistant Camera / B Cam            Wayne ARNOLD
                                                                                          1st Assistant Camera / B Cam            Mike KREBS
                                                                                        2nd Assistant Camera / B Cam            Stuart STEIN
                                                                                                                                Film Loader            Tyler SWANEK 

                                                                                                            Ultimate Arm Driver            Owen HOLLAND
                                                                                                                                     Crane OP            Michael NELSON
                                                                                                                Ultimate Arm Tech            Patrick OSTLUND
                                                                                                                               Transporter            Dermot TREANOR

                                                                                                               Stills Photographer            William J. GRAY 
 
 
                                                                                                                               Art Director              Halina GEBAROWICZ
                                                                                           Art Department Coordinator              Andrew FAIR
                                                                                                   Art Production Assistant              Melina GIORGI
 
                                                                                        Key Craft Service / Head Chef              Wilson RIVAS
                                                                                                       Craft Service Assistant            Angel ORTIZ
                                                                                                                          Extras Casting            CENTRAL CASTING
                                                                                                      Extras Casting Director            Daniel ULF 
                                                                                                      Extras Casting Director            Dagmar WITTMER 
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                                                                                                  Natalie Portman Security            David SIBONY
                                                                                                  Natalie Portman Security            Jack HICKEY

                                                                                                 Construction Coordinator            Mike DAVIS
                                                                                                         Construction Foreman            Ted NOLAN
                                                                                                                             Construction            Mike SMITH
 
                                                                                                     Costume Set Supervisor            Kim CHEWNING
                                                                                                           Costume Coordinator            Rivardo ALVAREZ
                                                                                                 Military Costume Advisor            Patrick O’DRISCOLL
                                                                                                               Principle Costumer            Mara MAJOROWICZ
                                                                                                                                   Key Tailor            Minerva SAVOY
                                                                                                                                Costume PA            Ashley BRINEGAR
 
                                                                                                                                             Gaffer            Murdoch CAMPBELL
                                                                                                                     Best Boy Electric            Michael WILSON
                                                                                                                           Rigging Gaffer            Russell WICKS
                                                                                                   Best Boy Rigging Electric            Chris HENRY
                                                                                                                                     Genny Op            Aaron JOHNSON
                                                                                                                                         Electric            Mike YODER
                                                                                                                                         Electric            Grey ADKINS
  
                                                                                                                                       Key Grip            Edward HOHMAN 
                                                                                                                             Best Boy Grip            Brian MATTES
                                                                                                                      Key Rigging Grip            Scott PERRYMAN
                                                                                                           Best Boy Rigging Grip            Daniel AUGUST
                                                                                                                                A Dolly Grip            Michael LOCKE JR. 
                                                                                                                                               Grips            Joe KURTZ
                                                                                                                                        Joe WILKOWSKI
                                                                                                                                        Zak FREDERICK
                                                                                                                                        Matt BRENNAN
                                                                                                                        Additional Grip            Jason CONTINO 
                                                                                                                        Additional Grip            Leon MITCHELL 
                                                                                                                        Additional Grip            George GREENE 

                                                                                                                                       Key Hair            Janice KINIGOPOULOS
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                                                                                                           Assistant Hair Stylist            Lydia BENAIM
  
                                                                                                               Key Make-Up Artist            Debi YOUNG
                                                                                                  Assistant Make-Up Artist            Ngozi OLANDU

                                                                                                                   Location Manager            Patrick BURN
                                                                                             Assistant Location Manager            Marvin RUFFIN
                                                                                             Assistant Location Manager            Josh SLATES
                                                                                             Assistant Location Manager            Eric BANNAT
                                                                                                        Key Location Assistant            Cassandra MCCARTHY
                                                                                                                 Location Assistant            Dave BONNETT
                                                                                                   Dallas Location Manager            Aaron HOLLOWAY 

                                                                                                                                             Medic            Evelyn FARKAS
 
                                                                                                     Picture Car Coordinator            Tim WOODS
                                                                                                  Key Picture Car Assistant            M. ROLIN-FOX

                                                                                                                               Prop Master            Steven HARRIS
                                                                                                         Assistant Prop Master            Bob SPORE
                                                                                                                          Prop Assistant            Casey GEBHART

                                                                                                                           Scenic Charge            Fran GERLACH
                                                                                                                    Scenic Gang Boss            Rebecca CASTLE
                                                                                                                       Scenic Foreman            Andrea NOWOWIEJSKI
                                                                                                                       Standby Painter            April FREEMAN  

                                                                                                            Set Decoration Buyer            Dara ZAPPULLA 
                                                                                                   Set Decoration Lead Man            Erik BORING 
                                                                                                                                    Gang Boss            Tracy HOWARD
                                                                                                                                 Set Dresser            Tom SCRUGGS 
                                                                                                                          On Set Dresser            E. Parker WEBB 

                                                                                                                              Sound Mixer            Bruce LITECKY
                                                                                                                                       Boom Op            Randy PEASE
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                                                                                                                             Sound Utility            Travis GROVES

                                                                                             Special Effects Coordinator             Hank ATTERBURY

                                                                                                                  Stunt Coordinator            Roy FARFEL
                                                                                                           Stunt Driver 1 (Limo)            Mike BURKE
                                                                             Stunt Driver 2 (Secret Service Car)            Greg HARVEY
                                                                                  Stunt Motorcycle Driver 1            Frank BAL
                                                                                  Stunt Motorcycle Driver 2            Jeff MILBURN
                                                                                                             Stunt Driver 3            Kevin ROGERS
                                                                                                             Stunt Driver 4            Robbie SMITH
                                                                                        Stunt Double Clint Hill            Christopher PLACE
                                                                                          Stunt Secret Service 1            Rick KAIN
                                                                                          Stunt Secret Service 2            Thomas PLACE
                                                                                          Stunt Secret Service 3            Robert HARVEY
                                                                                          Stunt Secret Service 4            David SHUMBRIS
                                                                                          Stunt Secret Service 5            Jim FORD
                                                                                          Stunt Secret Service 6            Mike VIOLA
                                                                                          Stunt Secret Service 7            Alistair WHITTON 

                                                                                        U.S. Military Project Manager            Frances A. CHEEVER

 
                                                                                                          Video Assist Operator            Rusty GARDNER
  
                                                                                             Transportation Coordinator            Jimmy WATSON
                                                                                                       Transportation Captain            Danielle FREDRICKSON
                                                                                Maryland Transportation Captain            Ron SMITH
                                                                        Maryland Transportation Co-Captain            Duane KELLY 
                                                                                                                      Unit Cast Driver            Patrick WILSON
 

Drivers

Victoria BENNETT - Alfred BLANDING - Jake BROWN - Carlos CARR - Anthony CONARD
Raymond CONNER - Robert DELAPENHA - Johnny DOVE - James GASKINS - Dan HOLT

Daniel JACKSON - Jim JACKSON - Lester LEWIS - Randy LOGAN - Marcel MILLER –
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James OFFUT - Ray OLIVER - Juanita PRICE - Wade SATTERFIELD - Leola SMITH
Joseph SPARKS - Joe TARVER - Malcolm TAYLOR - Danney THOMAS - Darrell WHITE

Justin WHITE - Richard WILLIAMS - Chester WOOTEN - Christopher YOUNG - George YOUNG
 

Maryland Transportation Drivers

Tommy BRATTZ - Jim HUBBARD - Chuck BAUER - Mike BORTNER - Larry SINCLAIR
John THOMAS - Blais SKIPPER - Paul TALADORIS - Gary MATTHEWS - Ed GARDNER

Jerry TITUS - Danny HIRSCH - Frank METTS - Bruce ZAMZOW - Bob BROWN - Davey ADAMS
 
                                                                                                 VIP Security - CEO            Earl BLUE
                                                              VIP Security – Security Supervisor            Eric LOWYS

WHY NOT PRODUCTIONS

Pascal CAUCHETEUX
Grégoire SORLAT

Benjamin TOUSSAINT
 

PROTOZOA

                                                                                        Assistant to Darren Aronofsky            Dylan GOLDEN
                                                                                                Assistant to Scott Franklin            Rachel FOLEY

FABULA PRODUCCIONES

Jessika FRINDT
Mariane HARTARD

Rocio JADUE
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LD ENTERTAINMENT

                                                                                    Executive Vice President            Jesse LIDDELL, Esq.
                                                                                Executive Vice President Finance             Brian R. WOODLAND
                                                                                            Vice President Development             Scott HOLROYD
                                                                                                      Development Executive             Michael GLASSMAN
                                                                                                           Production Executive             Nicole STOJKOVICH
                                                                                                           Production Executive             Jacob YAKOB
                                                                                              Assistant to Mickey Liddell             Beau WARD
                                                                                              Assistant to Pete Shilaimon             Michael ONOFRI
                                                                                          Assistant to Jennifer Monroe             Mehrdod HEYDARI
 
                                                                                                                   Delivery Manager             Michelle MARLETTE
                                                                                                                                   Controller             David GROGAN
                                                                                                                                    Treasurer             William ROSS
                                                                                                                 Senior Accountant             Barbara BELL
                                                                                                                                 Accountant             Alexis CARROLL
                                                                                                                                 Accountant             David FRANZONI
                                                                                                                                 Accountant             Sara SHEPHERD
                                                                                                       Development Assistant             Delaney LLOYD
                                                                                            Post-Production Consultant             Mitchell GROBMAN

POST PRODUCTION

                                                                                            Post-Production Supervisor             I MEDIATE POST-PRODUCTIONS

                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                        Abraham GOLDBLAT
                                                                                                                                                                        Anne-Sophie HENRY-CAVILLON
                                                                                                           Delivery Coordinator             Myriam RAK ALEMBIK
  
                                                                                                              US Post-Production        Jeff ROBINSON
                                                                                                          Chili Post-Production         Cristián ECHEVERRIA
                                                                                                                                                                        Felipe INOSTROZA
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                                                                                                                    Editor Assistants              Pierre DESCHAMPS
                                                                                                                                                                         Jeanne SARFATI
                                                                                                                                                                         Laurent PELE-PIOVANI

                                                                                                                           Color Grading              Isabelle JULIEN
  
                                                                             Sound Post Production Services by              FILMOSONIDO, SANTIAGO – CHILE 
                                                                                                        Dialog and ADR Editor              Martín SELTZER 
                                                                                                            Sound Effects Editor              Mauricio LOPEZ 
                                                                                                                           ADR recordist              Karen CRUCES 
                                                                                                                                Foley Artist              Ivo MORAGA 
                                                                                           Foley Recording and Editing              Soledad VARGAS 
                                                                                                                                                         Pabla Muriel PROAÑO 
                                                                                               Technical Room Operators              Oscar CARABANTE 
                                                                                                                                                                        Claudio HIJERRA 
                                                                                                                              Management             Marcos de AGUIRRE 
                                                                                                                                  Accounting             María Teresa BACIGALUPE 
                                                                                                                                                                        Valeria OTÁROLA 

VISUAL SPECIAL EFFECTS

                                                                                                                     Head of Business              Sophie DENIZE
                                                                                                            VFX Supervisor Prep             Cédric FAYOLLE
                                                                                                                               Video Mixer              Stéphane LESMOND
                                                                                                                               Video Mixer              Vincent TULASNE   

  
 

                                                                                                                           VFX Producer              David DANESI
                                                                                                                       VFX Supervisor              Thomas DUVAL
                                                                                                                    VFX Coordinator              Nicolas LACROIX
  
                                                                                                                           3D Supervisor              Cyril COSTA
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3D Artists

Landry DE OLIVERA - Boris COHEN TANUGI - Nicolas BELIN - Julien FABBRIS
Sylvain TARDIVEAU - Jimmy CAVE - Kevin MONTHUREUX - Thomas ARNOULD

Nicolas VION - Emmanuel DENIS - Joan PONS - Gregory PARAIGE –
Arnaud LEVIEZ - Éric MOISSON - Jérémy GUERRIERI

  
                                                                                                                               Flame Artist             Michaël MARQUES

Compositing

Adrien VALEMBOIS - Thibaut GRANIER - Anthony CHARBONNIER - Arnaud SOULABAILLE
Jérémy PIERRE - Catherine COAT - Thibaut CHARTIER - Clément HEBERT - Jérôme AULIAC

Data Wranglers

Amandine MOULINET - Tom DOUMAUX - Cyrille QUINTET - Camille PENALVER

                                                                                                                   Systems Engineer              Victor SIMONNET
                                                                                                                                                                         Mickael PEREZ
                                                                                                                                                                         Flavien LIGER

                                                                                                                                       Planning              Nadia SAÏFI
                                                                                                                                                                         Vanina TACHDJIAN

                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                       VFX Supervisor              Tomás ROCA
                                                                                                                            Lead 3d Team              Benjamin OPAZO
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3d Artists

Alexander GUINEZ - Andres OSSANDON - Miguel RUIZ - Francisco TEJO

Compositors

Joaquin SAINZ - Eduardo VALENZUELA - Cristian ARACENA - Daniel ASTORGA
Sebastian MACAYA - Lorena AHUMADA - Sabrina RIVOLTA - Sergio RODRIGUEZ

                                                                                                                     Rotoscope Artist              Luciano PERALTA
                                                                                                                  Data Management              Fabiola MATAMALA
                                                                                                                               Coordinator              Leonardo ELGUETA

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                    General Manager              Gonzalo CARRACEDO
                                                                                                                     Rotoscope Artist              Javier MARKIC
                                                                                                                                                                         Alejandro BARRERA
                                                                                                                                                                         Juan Pablo CABRERA
                                                                                                                               Coordinator              Paul CONTRERAS

                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                      Project Manager              Danielle MALEVILLE
                                                                                                  Manufacturing Managers              Thomas JODEAU
                                                                                                                                                                         Julie MARCEAU
                                                                                                                                                                         Mickaël MOREAU
                                                                                                                                   Head of DI              Nicolas CHALONS
                                                                                                                 Dailies Supervisor              Coralie BOULAY
                                                                                                                       Dailies Colorist              Rafaël ALVAREZ
                                                                                                                                                                        Jérôme BRECHET
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                                                                                                                        Scan Operators              Jean-Baptiste LE GUEN
                                                                                                                                                                        Florian DU PASQUIER
                                                                                                                           Cleaning Film              Christian LURIN
                                                                                                                                                                         Didier PRUD'HOMME
                                                                                                                                                                         Adrien DELEULE
                                                                                                                 Technical Director              Jérémy BOISSEAU
                                                                                                      DI Production Manager              Benoit HAY
                                                                                     Mastering Production Manager              Julien FERRER
                                                                                                                      Video Operators              Matthieu MONTEUX
                                                                                                                                                                         Maxime ALLOUCHE
                                                                                                                                                                         Mickael MOREAU
                                                                                                                                                                         Pascal COQUEREL
                                                                                                                                                                         Rémi LE GAL
                                                                                                 Digital Cinema Mastering              Elodie SCHMIDT
                                                                                                                                                   I/O              Karim BERKANE
                                                                                                                                                                         David VERTUEUX
                                                                                                                                                                         William VAGNON
                                                                                                                                                  DCI              Marie Eline CHEVANCE
                                                                                                                                                          Igor MALES
                                                                                                                                                                         Anthony TROCHET
                                                                                                                                                                         Marc THEME
                                                                                                                                       Planning              Anne Laure MULLER BOUTEILLER
                                                                                                                              Projectionist              Stephan LUCAS
                                                                                                                Head of Operations              Grégory SAPOJNIKOFF
                                                                                                                 Sales Management              Barbara ALBUCHER
                                                                                                                 Managing Director              Gilles GAILLARD

SOUND CREDITS 

                                                                                                                      Studio Assistant              Marc MNÉMOSYNE
                                                                                                           Technical Supervisor              Denis JAILLET
                                                                                                                 Account Managers              Alexis ERTZBISCHOFF
                                                                                                                                                                         Martine DORIN
                                                                                                                  Technical Support              Christophe RAJON
                                                                                                                                                                         Jean Marie LAITANG
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                                                                                                                                  Laboratory              TECHNICOLOR ENTERTAINMENT 
                                                                                                                                                          SERVICE FRANCE

                                                                                                                                          Studios              STUDIOS DE PARIS 
                                                                                                                                                                         LA CITE DU CINEMA

                                                                                                          Visual Special Effects              MIKROS
                                                                                                                                                                         DIGITAL DISTRICT
                                                                                                                                                                         GARAGE 
                                                                                                                                                                        ATOMICA
                                                                                                                                  Scanner 3D             WAO LAB - Laurent ROSSIGNOL
                                                                                                                Camera Equipment             PANAVISION ALGA 
                                                                                                                                                                        Olivier AFFRE 

                                                                                                               Electric Equipment             TRANSPALUX

                                                                                                                                                                         
   
                                                                                                                       Grip Equipment             NEXT SHOT
                                                                                                                                                                         ELEVATION ET SERVICES
                                                                                                                   Sound Equipment             DCA AUDIO VISUEL

                                                                                                                              Black Drapes             LA BOITE NOIRE

                                                                                                                                   Raw Stock             KODAK 
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MUSIC

                                                                                                                    Music Supervisor             Bridget SAMUELS
                                                                                                                              Orchestrator             Jessica DANNHEISSER
                                                                                                                             Music Editor             Lewis MORISON 
                                                                                         Score Recorded and Mixed by             Steve PRICE at ANGEL STUDIOS, London
                                                                                                               Pro Tools Recordist             Jeremy MURPHY
     

Score Performed by Orchestrate:

Eliza MCCARTHY - Marc PELL - Rayna FERNER - Bex GARDINER - Aisha ORAZBAYEVA – 
Bea PHILIPS - Eloisa Fleur THOM - Jen ALEXANDER - Laurie ANDERSON - Anisa ARSLANAGIC - Bethany BRITT -  

Jennifer COOMBES - Stephanie EDMUNDSON - Peter GREGSON – 
Lucy RAILTON - Max RUISI - Sergio SERRA - Joe ZEITLIN - Charlotte KERBEGIAN - Joe MELVIN - Harriet SCOTT -  

Renata SOKOSLOVSKA - Howard MCGILL

                                                                                                                                   Conductor              Ben FOSTER
                                                                                              Executive Music Producers              Liz HART and Toby DONNELLY

"Affection No. 3"
Composed by Peter Dufferin

Published by Parry Music
Courtesy of Latin Music Publishing, Inc.

"El cant dels ocells"
Composed by Pau Casals

Published by Editorial de Música Boileau, S.L.
Courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment

"Camelot"
Composed by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederik Loewe

Performed by Richard Burton
Published by Chappell & Co., Inc.

Courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment
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"Camelot: Finale Ultimo"
Composed by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederik Loewe

Performed by Richard Burton and the Camelot Ensemble
Published by Chappell & Co., Inc.

Courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment

“Happy Birthday”
Public Domain.

Performed by: Natalie Portman, Greta Gerwig, 
Deborah Findlay, Sunnie Pelant, Aidan Weinberg and Brody Weinberg

         Soundtrack on  

SUPPLIERS

                                                                                                                                     Insurance             RUBINI & ASSOCIES
                                                                                                                                     Insurance             CIRCLES GROUP S.A
                                                                                                                                                Bank             NEUFLIZE OBC 
                                                                                             French Production Attorney            Pierre SELINGER 
                                                                                                     U.S. Production Counsel             SURPIN, MAYERSOHN & COGHILL, LLP 
                                                                                                                                                                        Shelley H. SURPIN, Esq.
                                                                                                                                                                        Jamie COGHILL, Esq.
                                                                                               LD Entertainment Counsel             The Law Office of Eric W. THOMPSON P.C.
                                                                                                                                                                        Eric W. THOMPSON, Esq.
                                                                                                                                                                        Matt FLOOD
                                                                                                                                                                        Grayson STUBBS, Esq. 
                                                                                                                      US Visas Lawyer             KOMURA AND HO, LLP

                                                                                              Cellulars & Walkies Talkies             SABBAH COMMUNICATION
                                                                                                                                        Catering             L’AUBERGE VAGABONDE
                                                                                     Make Up Mirrors & Cast Chairs             TSF BOUTIQUE
                                                                                                                               Consumable             PANAVISION ALGA BOUTIQUE
                                                                                                                                 Rental Cars             NEXT & GO (HERTZ)
                                                                                                                                                                        NATIONAL CITER
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                                                                                                                            Rental Trucks             TRANSPA GRIP
                                                                                                         Ambulance Bonneville             NOSTALGIC CARS
                                                                                                               Extra Pictures Cars             RESERVOIR AUTOS - Charles HEIDET
                                                                                                                                         Trailers             STUDIO PHIL

                                                                                                                           Travel Agency             SOLARI
                                                                                                                                               Hotel             HYATT REGENCY PARIS ETOILE
                                                                                                                 Shipment Services             TAF MOVIE SERVICE – Marc ANCELIN

                                                                                                                                Wig Makers             RAY MARSTON WIG STUDIO
                                                                                                                     Wig Makers (kid)             Bob KRETSCHMER
                                                                                                               Bodyguard Services             DROR SECURITY

                                                                                                  International Sales Agent             INSIDERS

Special Thanks to United States Department of Defense

Lieutenant Colonel Timothy Hyde, Project Officer
Adrienne Combs, Deputy Public Affairs Officer, U.S. Army Military District of Washington, U.S. Army 3rd U.S. Infantry Regiment  

(The Old Guard), Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall, Va., The U.S. Army Caisson Platoon (The Old Guard), Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall, Va.
The U.S. Navy Ceremonial Guard, Navy District Washington, Washington, DC, The U.S. Air Force Honor Guard, Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling  

Air Force Base, Washington, DC, Army Military District of Washington, Teresa Ovalle, Plans Officer, Public Affairs Office, The U.S. Army Military 
District of Washington, Staff Sergeant Orlando E. Cooper, Special Events Coordinator - Ceremonies and Special Events , The U.S. Army Military 

District of Washington, Major Russell Fox, Public Affairs Officer, The U.S. Army 3rd U.S. Infantry Regiment (The Old Guard),  
Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall, Va.

Special Thanks to the United States Coast Guard

The U.S. Coast Guard Ceremonial Honor Guard,  
Telecommunications Information Systems Command Center, Alexandria, Va.

SPECIAL THANKS  

The producers would like to thank Charles and Theresa DAVIDSON, Jean LIDDELL, Mike and Diane LIDDELL, The SHILAIMON Family,  
The YAKOB Family, Laurie AUSTIN, Maryrose GROSSMAN, Eryn BROWN, Jay BAKER, Alejandra GARCÍA, Julia LARRAÍN,  

Gaspar LARRAÍN, Jenny MELO
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Special Thanks to PANAVISION NEW YORK, Marni ZIMMERMAN - MAISON D.PORTHAULT – ALEXANDRE TURPAULT – HOULÈS 
BRUN DE VIAN TIRAN – PELUCHES STEIFF - ROBERT D’ELIA « LA COMPAGNIE DU COSTUME » - DIOR – PIAGET  - ANGELS THE 

COSTUMIERS - Pascal AMBLARD - Maggie  GOLDMAN - Tamsyn MYSTKOWSKI - Valentina LA ROCCA - Françoise ARNAUD -  
TILLET TEXTILES &T4 - GALERIE STEINIZ – TAILLARDAT - UNION BOIS – RTA – PUIG

                                                                                                                              With thanks to  

The Washington DC Office of Motion Picture and TV Development - The Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts / Baltimore Film Office  
The Maryland Film Office - Talbott County Maryland - Peter DANNER

                                                                                                                Filmed in the District of Columbia  

 PRODUCTS PLACEMENT 

HILL VALLEY        Eric NEBOT – Camille CHAMBAULT – 
Chloé VALLERAND – Cécile SCHUBLIN – Elodie ICHOU – Benjamin STUTZ

PIAGET – BUDWEISER – PIPER - HEIDSIEK

COSMETICS PARTNERSHIP

PCC - Pascale BRETON 
Make Up: DIOR Parfums - Eau Thermale AVENE – KURE BAZAAR – NOVEXPERT

Hair: BUMBLE&BUMBLE – PHYTO
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CLEARANCE 

Paintings and artworks by George Catlin © Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington DC / Art Resource, NY - “Paysage Italien en Bord de Mer”  
by Auguste Truelle – “La Baie d’Alger par temps d’Orage” by Dubreuil - Illustrations from original artworks by Jean-Jaques Le Barbier – Lamp by Eileen Gray 

White House Collection / White House Historical Association - The White House: 249 – White House Historical Association  
(White House Collection): 5, 13, 23, 24, 59, 123, 163, 165, 190, 487, 717, 1876

“Abraham Lincoln” © Corcoran Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C., USA Museum Purchase, Gallery Fund/Bridgeman  
Images – "Steamboat 'Reindeer'" © Collection of the New-York Historical Society, USA/Brigdeman Images) – “The Lockout”, Private CollectionPhoto  

© Christie’s Images/Bridgeman Images – "Steamboat 'Reindeer'" by James Bard, 1850, © Collection of the New-York Historical Society, USA /  
Bridgeman Images - "The Lookout, 1777, Vermont, 28th March 1945" by Anna Mary Robertson Moses (Grandma Moses), 1945,  

Private Collection / Photo © Christie's Images / Bridgeman Images - "L'Arbre Mort" by Grandma Moses, 1948 © Musee National d'Art Moderne,  
Centre Pompidou, Paris, France / De Agostini Picture Library / Bridgeman Images - "Hunting Buffalo Camouflaged with Wolf Skins" by George Catlin,  

© 1832, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, France / Bridgeman Images - "Allies Day" by Childe Hassam, 1917 © National Gallery of Art, Washington DC,  
USA / Bridgeman Images - "Portait of Thomas Jefferson, after a picture by Gilbert Stuart" by George Peter Alexander Healy, © 19th, Musee Franco-Americaine, 

Blerancourt, Chauny, France / Bridgeman Images - "A Bison" by George Catlin, © 1839, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, France / Bridgeman Images -  
"Stu-mick-o-súcks, Buffalo Bull's Back Fat, Head Chief, Blood Tribe" by George Catlin, 1832 © National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institute,  

USA / Bridgeman Images - "Zachary Taylor" by John Vanderlyn, c. 1850, Private Collection / Peter Newark American Pictures / Bridgeman Images -  
"Ready for dinner" by George Cruikshank, © 19th, Private Collection / Bridgeman Images - A pen and Ink sketch by George Cruikshank of his friend  

Mr John Sheringham, From the Strand Magazine, published 1897 / Private Collection /Ken Walsh / Bridgeman Images - "New York Harbor"  
by Thomas BIRCH, 1813, © Collection of the New-York Historical Society, USA/Bridgeman Images - "The USS 'United States' and the HMS 'Macedonian'"  

by Thomas BIRCH, 1812, © Philapdelphia History Museum at Atwater Kent, Courtesy of Historical Society of Pennsylvania Collection/Bridgeman Images -  
"George Washington" by Gilbert STUART, 1797, © Huntington Library and Art Gallery, San Marino, CA, USA, The Huntington Library, Art Collections  

& Botanical Gardens/Bridgeman Images - "The White Cloud, Head Chief of the Iowas" by George CATLIN, 1844-45, © National Gallery of Art,  
Washington DC, USA/Bridgeman Images - "Abraham Lincoln" by Alexander GARDNER, 1863, © Private Collection/Bridgeman Images - "Abraham Lincoln"  

by Alexander GARDNER, 1865, © PVDE/Bridgeman Images - "Abraham Lincoln" by Mathew BRADY, 1861, © Private Collection/Bridgeman Images -  
"Portrait of Abraham Lincoln" by Mathew BRADY, 1861-65, © Private Collection The Stapleton Collection/Bridgeman Images

FOOTAGE

Stock Footage Researcher 
Jeff ROBINSON

Stock Footage Provided by
CriticalPast

John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum 
NBCUniversal Archives

Wazee Digital - CBS News
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American Humane Association monitored the animal action. No animals were harmed®. (AHAD 06205) 

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation did not receive any payment 
or other consideration, or enter into any agreement, 

for the depiction of tobacco products in this film.

This film benefited from the French Tax Rebate for International Production

© 2016 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION AND OH JACKIE LLC
IN THE UNITED STATES AND ITS STANDARD TERRITORIES AND POSSESSIONS, COMMONWEALTHS AND PROTECTORATES 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

COPYRIGHT © 2016 JACKIE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES AND ITS STANDARD TERRITORIES AND POSSESSIONS, COMMONWEALTHS AND PROTECTORATES.  

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

JACKIE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED IS THE AUTHOR OF THIS MOTION PICTURE FOR PURPOSES
OF COPYRIGHT AND OTHER LAWS, INCLUDING THE BERNE CONVENTION AND ALL NATIONAL LAWS GIVING EFFECT THERETO.

THIS MOTION PICTURE IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND OTHER APPLICABLE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND OTHER  
COUNTRIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. ANY UNAUTHORIZED DUPLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR EXHIBITION OF THIS MOTION PICTURE  

OR ANY PART THEREOF IS AN INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT AND MAY RESULT IN CIVIL LIABILITY AND CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.

THIS MOTION PICTURE IS BASED ON ACTUAL EVENTS. HOWEVER, CERTAIN CHARACTERS, CHARACTERIZATIONS, INCIDENTS,  
LOCATIONS AND DIALOGUE WERE FICTIONALIZED OR INVENTED FOR PURPOSES OF DRAMATIZATION.
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© 2016 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.


